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Rusesabagina on continuing genocide:‘Stand up and say no’
BY JUDITH

WEXLER

Daily Editorial Board

Paul Rusesabagina, the inspiration for the
film “Hotel Rwanda,” spoke to a packed
Cohen Auditorium Tuesday night and condemned an international community that
stood by as almost a million of his countrymen perished.
Rusesabagina came to Tufts as the inaugural speaker in the Merrin Distinguished
Lecture Series.
Rabbi Jeffrey Summit gave introductory
remarks, calling Rusesabagina “a model for
what it means to be a moral voice.” The
event was part of a year long Hillel-run program called Moral Voices on Genocide.
Jackson Gym held overflow seating for the
event.
In the hour-long program, Rusesabagina
spoke about the history of Rwanda, his role
in the conflict, and the apathy of the international community. The genocide broke
out in 1994, almost immediately after a
peace agreement had been reached
between the Tutsi president and Hutu rebel
groups.
The United Nations sent 2,500 soldiers as
peacekeepers at the end of a two-year negotiation process that included the Rwandan

president, rebel groups, and help from the
United States.
“We trusted the international community,” Rusesabagina said. “We trusted the
United Nations.”
The peace treaty was doomed after the
presidents of Rwanda and neighboring
Burundi were killed in the same week during the spring of 1994. Rusesabagina
recalled that when he heard the news, he
was eating dinner with his brother- and sister-in-law. It was the last time he saw them.
Rebel groups and militia men began
killing their countrymen that night, targeting the ethnic Tutsi minority. The following
morning Rusesabagina’s 14-year-old son
went to his neighbor’s house to visit a friend
and found the entire family slaughtered.
Rusesabagina’s son spent the next four days
alone in his room, refusing to talk to anyone.
“Ten Belgian soldiers were also butchered
that morning,” Rusesabagina said. The
Belgians then withdrew their forces, quickly
followed by other international peacekeepers.
“Everyone decided to pull out, to abandon a nation to thieves, to gangsters, to
thugs,” Rusesabagina said. He described
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see HOTEL, page 2

Paul Rusesabagina speaks Tuesday in Cohen Auditorium.

Senate encourages University to increase wireless access
BY

KRISTEN SAWICKI

Daily Editorial Board

The TCU Senate is not giving up on its
push to extend wireless Internet access to
more areas on campus.
At Sunday’s meeting, the Tufts
Community Union Senate unanimously
passed a resolution encouraging the
administration to fund the extension of
wireless service by next semester.
A University site survey conducted last
April determined extending wireless
access to the Academic and Residential
Quads and the President’s Lawn would
cost $12,000.
The co-chairs of the Senate’s services
committee, sophomores Alexandra Pryor
and Evan Dreifuss, drafted the resolution.
The senators are also looking for financial
aid from the University’s Alumni
Association.
Pryor said talk of extending wireless
access has circulated for the past few
years, and the Senate has been discussing
the issue seriously since at least last
spring.
She tried to discuss the issue with
University Vice President and Chief
Information Officer Amelia Tynan, but
failed to get support. Tynan was unavailable for comment Tuesday.
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“Wireless is not their first priority,”
Pryor said. Pryor said the Senate resolution
was a way to “try something new” to convince the administration of the issue’s
importance to students.
Pryor and Dreifuss said it was unclear
which specific areas on campus the
$12,000 would fund. They phrased the resolution cautiously, saying the survey
“assessed the feasibility and cost of
extending wireless Internet services to
exterior areas such as the President’s
Lawn, the Academic Quad and the
Residential Quad.”
Wireless access is currently available in
the University’s libraries, the campus center, Dowling Hall, the F.W. Olin Center, the
ASEAN Auditorium and most other rooms
at the Fletcher School and the lounges of
Tilton, South, Houston and Carmichael
Halls.
The resolution cites a “lack of dedicated
financial resources and institutional support” as the “primary obstacle” to extending wireless access.
The two senators are looking to the
Alumni Association for funding. Pryor said
these discussions were in their “very early
stages.” Pryor and Dreifuss met with
Director of Alumni Relations Tim Brooks
and Associate Director of Alumni Relations
Jonathan Burton Tuesday evening.
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BY JEFF

LINDSAY

Daily Staff Writer

“They said we would be greeted with flowers, leaving out the
very
important
adjective:
exploding,” political commentator and comedian Al Franken
said of the George W. Bush
Administration’s hopes for Iraq
after the fall of Saddam Hussein.
Franken, the founder of Air
America Radio and host of one
of its shows, spoke to a full
Cohen Auditorium Tuesday
afternoon. The speech, hosted
by the Tufts Democrats, was
mostly serious in tone.
He presented a laundry list of
accusations of dishonesty of the
Bush Administration from the
buildup to the Iraq War to the
present. “These guys just lie out
of habit,” Franken said.
Franken mentioned the alusee FRANKEN, page 2

After genocide, students look for ways for divided country to heal
Student trip planned to Rwanda to study women in politics, refugees and issues of justice
BY

BRYAN PRIOR

Daily Editorial Board
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Before the meeting, Brooks said he and
Burton view the extension of wireless
access as a “very important next step in
making every space on campus a ‘campus
classroom.’”
He said, though, the Alumni Association
was not yet ready to commit to funding the
extension because it does not want to
interfere with any University plans. “We
are checking within the University structure to see what plans might be in place, to
make sure we’re not moving ahead on
something that is in the works,” he said.
Pryor and Dreifuss also plan to meet
with the Student Issues and Activities
Committee of the Alumni Association to
get financial support.
The Senate resolution addresses additional issues surrounding an extended
wireless network.
One such issue concerns students who
create their own wireless networks by purchasing wireless receivers that pick up signals from existing networks. The use of
receivers can jeopardize students’ privacy
and security, Dreifuss said.
Dean of Students Bruce Reitman said
students who create their own wireless
networks often do not have security systems, and anyone in the vicinity can gain

Al Franken all
‘Truth’ without
too many jokes

While some look forward to
winter break as a time to relax
with friends and family, five
Tufts students have a different
conception of vacation. They
are planning a trip to Rwanda.
The group will be working
with the Amahoro Project, an
international student initiative
run between the Institute for
Global Leadership and members of the League des Jeunes
contre le Genocide at the
National University of Butare in
Rwanda.
The students are going to
Rwanda to asses the status of
reconciliation efforts in the
country since the 1994 genocide, when 800,000 Tutsis and
moderate Hutus were killed by

Hutu rebels.
They will examine the reconciliation methods of local
organizations,
including
cleansing rituals, and the efficacy of international aid programs. They will speak to
Rwandans from all walks of life
— “from farmers and students
to NGO representatives and
government officials,” said
sophomore Jessica Berlin, one
of the organizers.
“It’s something we’re not
going to see on CNN,” she said.
Berlin came up with the idea
for the trip after traveling to
South Africa this summer for a
symposium by the Institute for
International Mediation and
Conflict Resolution.
Berlin met a half-Hutu, halfTutsi student at the National
University of Butare who

helped her arrange housing for
the Tuft students.
The current tension in
Rwanda is rooted in Belgian
colonization. Europeans designated Rwandans as members of
one of two groups, Hutus and
Tutsis. In the 1960s the conflict
was exacerbated by the departure of the Belgians. It eventually spilled over into genocide
1994 after the plane carrying
Juvénal Habyarimana was shot
down.
After the summer of killing,
the Tutsi government in exile
returned to defeat the Hutu
forces, and many Hutus were
killed in refugee camps. The
then-leader of the Tutsi forces,
Paul Kagame, is the current
Rwandan President.
Berlin said reconstruction of
the country depends not just

on the end of violence, but on
the reconciliation between the
Hutu and Tutsi communities.
“Reconciliation needs to happen both on a political and
social level,” Berlin said.
“Reconciliation has been a
problem because there isn’t a
single person you can blame, a
Hitler or Pol Pot to whom you
can point to as the cause for the
genocide,” Berlin said. “In
Rwanda, it was neighbors
killing neighbors, even family
members killing other family
members.”
The military end to the conflict did not end the tension,
Berlin said. “Not everyone is
ready to accept a peaceful resolution; many people were left
completely destitute and they
see AMAHORO, page 2
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Conservatives have right to their own beliefs
FRANKEN
continued from page 2

minum tubes cited by thenSecretary of State Colin Powell in
his address to the United Nations
Security Council as an example
of the way the administration hid
information.
He said then-National Security
Advisor Condoleezza Rice had
been told by the Department of
Energy that the tubes could be
used for purposes other than
nuclear reactors.
He also mentioned the
Downing Street Memo, a record
of a meeting of advisors to British
Prime Minister Tony Blair, which
showed Bush had decided on
war with Iraq in the summer of
2002.
Once they decided on war,
Franken said, the members of
the Bush Administration mismanaged the effort. Instead of
using 400,000 troops as recommended by military experts for

peace enforcement, he said, the
United States invaded with
150,000.
More troops would have prevented the looting and destruction of infrastructure in the
country, he said.
Franken, who waived his
appearance fee, criticized no-bid
military contracts to companies
like Halliburton. President Harry
Truman, he said, called war profiteering “treason.”
“Our young men and women
are being killed because
Congress won’t do its oversight
job,” Franken said of reconstruction contracts.
The audience applauded
when Franken called for Bush to
take responsibility for his mismanagement of the war. Franken
then went into a satire, pretending to be Bush making an apology for misleading America.
Franken was promoting his
newest book, “The Truth (with

jokes).”
During the question and
answer session, Franken was
asked about his thoughts on conservatives’ opposition to gay
marriage. He said it is a civil
rights issue and does not see how
marriage is threatened by allowing gays to marry.
“I’m not going to walk down
the street and see two guys with
rings and say, ‘Boy, that looks
good to me, honey.’”
Just as Americans regret forbidding interracial marriage, so
too would conservatives eventually be won over. “Forty years
from now we’ll be embarrassed
we didn’t let gay people have
equal rights,” he said.
When asked about the rationality of being a conservative,
Franken defended the right. “In
fairness to conservatives there
are people who have a different
world view” that is characterized
by “rugged individualism” and
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Al Franken speaks Tuesday in Cohen Auditorium.
“tough love.”
“It’s not good to demonize
conservatives,” he said. “A lot of
people don’t have time [to stay
informed] so they look for someone that’s like them.”

Tufts Democrats President
senior Aaron Banks said it took
many members of the group to
organize the event’s logistics.
“Getting him to come here was
actually the easiest part,” he said.

With program, Tufts institute plans permanent connection with Rwanda
AMAHORO
continued from page 1

want revenge.”
On the other hand, she said, “Some are
working for peace, advocating forgiveness
rather than retribution so that the country
can heal and move forward.”
Another goal of the Amahoro Project
is to evaluate the role of Rwandan
women in government and in non-governmental organizations. “In Rwanda,

people are recognizing that it’s predominately men who make war, and women
who demand peace,” Berlin said.
The Rwandan government has a
quota system — one-third of the parliament has to be women. In the 2003 elections, 49 percent of those elected to parliament were women. “Women are a
great resource for working towards
peace,” Berlin said. “Governance needs
to be egalitarian.”

Heather Barry, the assistant director of
the Institute for Global Leadership, said
the project could turn into a permanent
relationship with the National University
of Butare. “We’re looking to make it a
longer term project that will be an ongoing collaboration,” she said.
The project may also involve groups
from other countries in Africa, she said.
The Amahoro Project is modeled after
the New Initiative for Middle East Peace,

Film version does not pay genocide justice
HOTEL
hellish evacuation scenes with
Rwandans begging those leaving
to take some Africans with them.
“We saw dogs being evacuated
and humans begging, ‘Please take
us with you,’” Rusesabagina said.
Rusesabagina stayed holed up
in his house with the five other
members of his immediate family
and with 26 neighbors who had
also sought protection behind the
gates of his home. When soldiers
finally came knocking at the gates,
they demanded the keys to the
store rooms and cellar of the Hotel
Mille
Collines,
where
Rusesabagina worked.
The soldiers who were at first
nice to Rusesabagina at his house
ended up pointing a gun at his
head after they received the keys
they were looking for, demanding
that Rusesabagina kill his family
and neighbors. It took the hotel
manager two hours to negotiate
with the soldiers for the lives of 31
men and women.
“On the screen, the scene is
about
two
minutes,”
Rusesabagina said, referring to the
movie “Hotel Rwanda.”
Rusesabagina and his family
ended up at the hotel in the capital
city Kigali, where he had only
worked for a year and a half.
Suddenly in the position of hotel
manager, he had to deal with an
insubordinate staff while constantly negotiating with rebels for
the lives of those refugees in the

hotel. During the next two and a
half months, he helped save
almost 1,200 men and women
who sought refuge in the hotel.
Rusesabagina said the almost
one million people killed in
Rwanda represented about 15 percent of the country’s population.
“Can you imagine 40 million
Americans being killed... and the
international community saying
nothing?” he asked.
At one point during the killing,
UN soldiers negotiated with the
rebels for a prisoner exchange, giving those in the hotel an opportunity to flee. Rusesabagina was
given with the chance to leave
Rwanda with his family, but he
recognized that doing so would
mean death for everyone left
behind in the hotel. He described
the decision to remain in Kigali as
the most difficult he has ever
made.
“If I leave them, I will be a prisoner of my own conscience,”
Rusesabagina said, referring to
those in the hotel. “That was the
most heartbreaking experience I
have been through in my whole
life.”
He sent his family off, but they
returned to the Mille Collines
when their convoy was assaulted
while making its way through the
city.
At the end of the conflict,
Rusesabagina and his family drove
south to their home.
“All along the road, there was no
human being alive, no animal
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continued from page 1

alive,” he said.
At the end of the talk
Rusesabagina compared the genocide in Rwanda to other contemporary conflicts in Africa. In the
last ten years, 4 million have died
in fighting in the Congo, 1.8 million people have been displaced in
Northern Uganda, and 2 million
have been displaced in the Darfur
region of Sudan.
Rusesabagina recently traveled
to Sudan and said Darfur looked
exactly as Rwanda had in 1993
and1994.
“[The refugees] sleep on the
Sahara sand. They have no food.
They have no shelter. They have
no water,” Rusesabagina said. “It is
now or never for all of us to stand
up and say no.”
As for reconstruction efforts in
Rwanda, Rusesabagina was not
very optimistic.
“Justice is the whole issue,” he
said. The trials set up in 1995 have
processed an average of two and a
half cases per year. They are set to
close in 2008.
“The international community
also has failed,” he said. “We have
survivors, victims who are waiting
to see justice be done.”
When asked during a short
question and answer period about
the film “Hotel Rwanda,”
Rusesabagina responded that the
depiction was somewhat diluted.
“The movie you have seen on
the screen is a portrayal of what
was going on in the hotel, not in
the genocide,” he said.

Tomorrow

which has sent student research groups to
Israel, the West Bank and Iran over the past
two years and will send one to Turkey over
winter break.
When the students return from
Rwanda, they plan on hosting a forum to
present and discuss their findings. They
also plan to submit their research to
local newspapers. The goal is to raise
awareness of the Rwandan genocide and
its lessons for the world.
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En guard!
Tufts student Chuck Rosenberg was on the mission to have the
University approve his idea for “Guardian Jumbos”: a group of
trained Tufts students who would patrol the campus and use
walkie-talkies in order to contact each other as well as the
University police if they came across any suspicious behavior. The
TCU Senate was in favor of Rosenberg’s proposal, but Dean of
Students Bruce Reitman did not appear eager to further approve
the project, and members of the Tufts University Police Department
seemed wary about the Guardian Jumbos’ safety if they were to
ever be in a dire situation and could not exercise police powers.

Senators say lack of wireless
access makes Tufts lag behind
other schools in the region
WIRELESS
continued from page 1

access to the networks.
“That’s a new form of information theft,” he said.
Another problem, Reitman
said, is that student-created
networks can interfere with
University networks in the
same area by disrupting the
signal.
The last issue raised in the
resolution is the argument
that the University’s “competitive edge is diminishing as a
result of its inability to remain
technologically up-to-date”
with other universities.
Dartmouth College and the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology have wireless

Friday

Saturday

access throughout their campuses. It is important for Tufts
“to be as good as the good,”
Pryor said.
Prospective students often
ask if there is wireless service
on campus, Pryor said, and in
order for the University to
continue attracting students,
it should stay as technologically up-to-date as possible.
“But it’s not just about
maintaining a reputation,” she
said. “College is about academics, obviously, but it’s also
about experiencing a campus
community.”
For Pryor, this project is
only the first step. “Our eventual goal is to make the entire
campus wireless,” she said.
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No paper towels, no soap, no problem? Nope.
BY

EMILY NEGER

Daily Editorial Board

The Tufts student body living on campus is well aware of the lack of paper towels in the bathrooms. Five-hundred
ninety students are members of Tufts’
Facebook.com group “What the F—k is it
With the No Paper Towels in the
Bathrooms Coalition.”
While this might have previously been
regarded as the largest nuisance in the
campus bathroom, research recently conducted at Tufts suggests that there may be
more to worry about around the sink.
A new study conducted by Stuart Levy,
Director of the Center of Adaptation
Genetics and Drug Resistance at Tufts,
suggests the substitution of antibacterial
products over regular soap, water and
paper towels poses a significant threat to
community health.
Just as medical professionals believe
that over-prescribing antibiotics for the
common cold or flu helps bacteria develop resistance, there is a growing fear that
the widespread use of antibacterial products will do the same — rendering antibiotics ineffective.
Along with a group of researchers at
Tufts, Levy — who is also the president of
the Alliance for the Prudent Use of
Antibiotics — recently conducted an
experiment that provided substantial evidence the use of anti-bacterial agents
increases bacteria’s ability to develop
resistance.
Levy’s team found that if even a few
bacterial cells contain genes that are
resistant to the antibiotics, these bacteria
can help protect neighboring bacterial
cells that aren’t resistant. The bacteria
colony will work together to combat the

antibacterial agent, making it useless.
“The critical experiment was to determine if bacteria, in this case E. coli, could
spontaneously mutate to resist the common antibacterial chemical, triclosan,”
Levy said. “We discovered that the target
of triclosan was an enzyme involved in
membrane biosynthesis, the first demonstration of a target for this particular
chemical and for biocides in general.”
Levy’s findings were published in the
scientific periodical Nature. He said that
his work has “set the stage for increased
research into the area, and finally to an
FDA [Food and Drug Administration]
hearing which occurred a couple of weeks
ago and to which I served as an expert
witness.” The FDA is now considering
whether or not the use of antibacterial
products needs to be regulated.
According to a recent Wall Street
Journal article, close to 75 percent of all
soaps on the market contain some form
of antibacterial agents and have annual
sales over $16 billion.
The FDA is also concerned about
another claim of some members of the
scientific community: the use of antibacterial soap can hurt the development of
an
individual’s
immune
system.
According to the Wall Street Journal,
because these products kill bacteria completely, people are no longer exposed to
germs in the small doses that allow bodies
to develop their own internal antibodies
— a process that can help people fight off
infection naturally. Studies have also
found that weakened immune systems
can lead to asthma and more severe allergies.
According to a New York Times article
earlier this month, five large-scale studies
over the years have shown that there is no

T

o sophomores: If it’s remotely possible, study abroad. I’m sure I’ll say
this again in some cheesy end-of-

the-semester column, but if you don’t do it,
you’ll always regret it. If you do study
abroad, and if you — like I and many stu-
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Is antibacterial soap better?
marked difference in the effectiveness of
antibacterial products over plain old soap
and water.
But industry groups aren’t taking these
studies’ findings lying down. The Soap
and Detergent Association’s Web site
counters claims that reliance on antibacterial products can lead to antibiotic
resistance, asserting that “two independent hospital infection control researchers
recently presented studies to the FDA
showing that triclosan-based wash products controlled and reversed outbreaks of
resistant bacteria infections.”
While Purell Instant Hand Sanitizer,
found in some of the bathrooms at Tufts,
doesn’t contain the chemical triclorisan
that Levy warned about, he believes “that
soap and water should be the first
choice.”
“But if it’s not available, then certainly
an alcohol-based sanitizer would be
appropriate,” he said.

From Sweden to stocks and back again
ANDREA BRADFORD

Daily Editorial Board

At one point in his life, Ola Holmstrom
(E ‘95) lived for the rush and thrill of the
New York Stock Exchange.
“Nothing’s going to beat the trading on a
good day — it was so much fun,”
Holmstrom said. “You get exhausted, [even
though] you’re done at four in the afternoon. You have to be so alert for the whole
day, but you can’t beat it.”
But business wasn’t Holmstrom’s first
venture into the working world. A civil
engineer with a master’s degree in geotechnical engineering from Tufts, Holmstrom
decided after a few years of engineering
work to go back to school and earn his
MBA.
After graduating from New York
University’s Leonard N. Stern School of
Business, Holmstrom took a job at Sea
Carriers Management LLC, a hedge fund in
Greenwich, Conn. While employed there,
he traded in excess of 100 million shares of
NYSE-listed stock. The fund “did very, very
active trading,” Holmstrom said, adding
that he could “buy and sell something 30
times in a day or 50 times in a day.”
When the market cooled off, Holmstrom
and his colleagues took a more cautious
approach. “When the market slowed down,
I did more reporting, analysis and computer work in general,” Holmstrom said. “We
had to be more picky; the profits were
going down.”
“When you make a lot of money, it’s
great. But when you’re not, you’re not

creating anything,” he added.
But the longer-term focused analysis
was rewarding for Holmstrom. “In the
long-term, I like the more intellectual
challenge,” he said.
Originally from Sweden, Holmstrom
first lived in the United States while he was
a foreign exchange student in Casper, Wyo.
— the childhood home of Dick Cheney.
Growing up there was not without its perks:
the then-Secretary of Defense gave
Holmstrom’s high school graduation
address.
After the high-profile graduation ceremony, Holmstrom left the United States
and moved to Belgium to be with his brother. “The plan was that we were going to
work down there,” Holmstrom said. When
it ended up being “too tricky to get a work
permit,” the brothers took a year off before
going to college and spent the year traveling around Europe, using Belgium as a
hub.
As for his time at Tufts, Holmstrom
remembers an undergraduate experience
filled with friends and lots of coursework. “I
needed 38 credits, and I had 41.5,”
Holmstrom said, laughing. “I was always
overloading on courses.”
“I really appreciated the people that
were [at Tufts],” Holmstrom said. “It was a
great mix, and it wasn’t too cutthroat. It was
a good atmosphere. I think a lot of top
schools teach the same things — but it’s the
makeup of the student body that [matters.]”
Holmstrom continued on at Tufts for
another two years: he earned his master’s

COURTESY OF OLA HOLMSTROM

Ola Holmstrom, pictured here with his wife, on a trip back to his former home of Wyoming.
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ONWARD AND UPWARD
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in geotechnical engineering, drawn to the
intuitive aspect of the field. “It’s not as exact
a science as structural [engineering] — it’s
more
‘touchy-feely’
engineering,”
Holmstrom joked.
Holmstrom noticed a difference in his
Tufts experience as a graduate student.
“You get a lot more involved in your
department, and you get a lot less involved
see HOLMSTROM, page 4

A world of difference
Having lived in Sweden, Belgium,
and the United States, Holmstrom has
a good vantage point from which to
compare various cultures.
“I think in the States it’s more
acceptable to be different,” Holstrom
said. “[In Sweden], it’s more like you
have to fit into a mold.”
“It’s very hard to come back [to
Sweden] after you’ve failed. People
are a lot more cautious in general —
you don’t want to take big risks,”
Holmstrom added. “People don’t
move as much, and you have friends
you make very early on in life.”
Holmstrom noted that Ellen Ling
— his American wife, whom he met
while attending business school —
has also noticed cultural differences.
He added that in Sweden, “people
want to make a point out of being
equal. It’s a very flat organization —
the janitor can express his opinions,”
Holmstrom said.
The emphasis on equality is reflected in Sweden’s tax policy. “There is
one tax we call the Robin Hood tax —
wealthy communities are taxed and
the money goes to different communities. That’s why there’s a more even
distribution [of income],” Holmstrom
said.
Holmstrom said the equality of
income has both positive and negative side effects. “It takes the incentive away to make a lot of money;
people lose that drive,” Holmstrom
said. “But everyone has a decent level
of education. You don’t end up being
as prejudiced, in terms of occupation.”
— Andrea Bradford

dents — do so in Europe, here’s one other
tip: at least once, get out of Europe. I went to
Istanbul this weekend, and it was the best
four days of my life.
On our first morning in the country, I
woke up at five o’clock-something upon
hearing the call to prayer. Fuzzy-brained
and sandy-eyed, I first heard the call from
the mosque across the street. It is broadcast
from a loudspeaker at the top of a minaret.
If I had any notion of falling back to sleep,
it was dispelled a second or two later when
that call to prayer was answered by another
call to prayer from the famous Blue Mosque
across the square, which was answered by a
third call to prayer from a few blocks further
on. To a non-Muslim who doesn’t speak the
language, the call, which is chanted in a
man’s voice, sounds rather atonal and nondescript at first.
After a few seconds, though, the various
calls blend together to form a beautiful symphony. And there’s no shortage of mosques:
Istanbul has four times as many as Iran.
(Remember that the word ‘secular’ refers to
the country’s government, not its society.)
Over the next few days, every time I heard
the prayer calls, whether on the street or in
my bed, I paused to listen.
This was my first experience with Islam,
and it shattered my expectations. I try to be
open-minded, but I have to admit, I realized
when I got there how messed up my thinking had become. For instance: I, my two
friends and my brother were walking
around the palace grounds one afternoon.
It’s a beautiful area, and it was nice out, so
there were tons of couples sitting on benches, sort of just cuddling. Most of the women
were veiled.
I leaned over to my friend Ash, a fellow
Jumbo from Hong Kong, and said, “Not to
comment on a topic about which I know
nothing, but don’t you find it hypocritical
that these women are making out in public
while wearing veils to show their ‘modesty’?”
Ash is very wise, and he took a moment
before answering my ridiculously stupid
comment. “Not really. I mean, they’re not
really making out, they’re just snuggling,” he
said.
And there you have it: My newest answer
to world peace is, “Everyone likes a good
snuggle.” The veils are an integral part of
who the women are, but they didn’t change
anything about the women. They’re veiled.
And they like to snuggle. They’re both. I was
stupid enough to think that being both is
“hypocrisy.”
Another cool moment: The four of us
were smoking hookah with a couple of
Turkish guys. Despite the language barrier,
we were doing well with sign language, and
Ash was showing our new friend Ya-ya our
digital pictures. All of a sudden, Ya-ya
grabbed the camera, put it in front of his face
and started to pray with his eyes closed for
several seconds. He had seen a picture Ash
had taken of the tombs of several sultans.
Besides my introduction to Islam, there
were other things I wanted to write about
Istanbul: The food was the best I’ve ever had.
I realized in Istanbul that every other food
I’ve eaten appeals to my stomach, whereas
Turkish food appealed to my tongue, and
each of its little taste buds. Windows with
roasting lamb and simmering spices lined
every street, tempting you to partake.
Then there were the Turkish baths. In an
experience that was at once harrowing and
exhilarating, I got shuffled around, assembly-line style. You sit on hot marble slabs
see POMERANTZ, page 4
Dave Pomerantz is a junior majoring in history.
He can be reached via e-mail at
david.pomerantz@tufts.edu
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Pomerantz goes to the Turkish baths
POMERANTZ
continued from page 3

that are supposedly hundreds of years old,
drenching yourself with cold water to keep
from passing out. Then a Turkish man rips
all your joints out of their sockets, giving you
a “massage.” The experience is billed as
relaxing. It was so relaxing that one of the
“masseuses” nearly re-tore my brother’s
ACL, but still, an awesome time.
Or there was the Hagia Sophia. Built in
the sixth century as the heart of the
Byzantine Empire, it changed Christian and
Western architecture forever. In the 15th
century, it was converted into a mosque.
And finally, in the early 1900s, it was made
into a museum. The architecture defies
words, and it contained one of the most jawdropping juxtapositions I have ever seen: a
massive black disc with “Allah” written in

golden Arabic lettering hanging 20 feet over
an 800-year-old mosaic of Jesus Christ.
Or there was drinking sweet black tea
over the Bosporus Straits, looking out over
Asia and Europe. Or there was walking
through the Yerebatan Sarayi, a 1500-yearold underground cistern that makes you
feel like Indiana Jones and Aladdin all at
once.
In the last four months, I’ve been to
Alaska, Amsterdam, Berlin, Brussels,
Krakow, Interlaken, Munich, Prague,
Salzburg, Venice, Verona and Vienna.
None compare to Istanbul, and for juniors
lucky enough to be in Europe next semester, you should try to get there.
Europe’s great, but studying abroad is
supposed to be about opening your mind to
new experiences, and for an American,
nothing could be as new as Istanbul.

Alumnus makes trial move to Sweden
HOLMSTROM
continued from page 3

in at least the social aspect of undergraduate life,” Holmstrom said. “I liked focusing
on something and digging deeper.”
Upon completion of his masters,
Holmstrom worked for Haley & Aldrich, a
consulting firm in Boston. “I enjoyed the
projects like the engineering, finding a solution. What I did not enjoy was the politics,”
he said. “As an engineer, you get squeezed.
They see you as an expense. It got a little
frustrating that way.”
It was then that Holmstrom opted for a
radical change. Because he found his geotechnical engineering job “kind of geographically limited — you become an expert on
the soil conditions of Boston,” he decided
his next move would be business school.
“In business school, you can do things
that are much more transferable,” he said. “I
definitely was always interested in going to
business school — it opens up more doors.”
Even with four years of undergraduate
study, two years pursuing a master’s and
two more years of business school under his
belt, Holmstrom still is excited by educa-

tion. “I like school. I liked the lifestyle,” he
said. “Who knows, I might even go back to
school at some point.”
But for the time being, Holmstrom and
his wife are living in Sweden. “It’s on a trial
basis; it’s something we’re doing for now,” he
said. “We don’t have any kids, and we don’t
have a house in the States. It was easy to
pack up and move. It was a great opportunity to give Sweden a chance again.”
Holmstrom now works with his family’s
company in Sweden. “It’s a real estate company — we own some real estate, manage it,
and occasionally have projects where we
develop,” he said.
But the company also offers Holmstrom
the chance to bring his own experience to
the fore and to shape the company’s future.
“There’s also the asset management part,”
Holmstrom said. “Our generation is interested in this.”
And even now that he’s miles away
from Wall Street, Holmstrom’s past continues to inform his present: “We all
worked in the same hedge fund in
Connecticut,” he said of the cousins with
whom he runs the company.
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DVD REVIEW

Philanthropy takes center stage at Live 8
BY JOHN

JULIE SCHINDALL |
MAKING THE CONNECTIONS

REED

Daily Staff Writer

Since this year’s Live 8 sequel to the previous Live Aid efforts had some amazing
moments, it is tempting to compare the

The art of flowers

Live 8: DVD
Featuring Various Artists

W

hile you folks in Boston are

Emi Distribution

two. But to do so is not fair; the present
musical scope is a far cry from what it was
in 1985.
The concerts philanthropic efforts have
been well-covered and documented —
there is no need to elaborate. By contrast,
the just-released four-disc DVD set highlights some of the best musical moments of
the concerts, mixing a hodgepodge of genres. While not slighting anyone, the day
really belonged to the classic rockers, some
of whom (U2, Elton John, The Who) played
at the original Live Aid twenty years before.
Elton John’s double-barreled “The Bitch Is
Back” and “Saturday Night’s Alright for
Fighting” are amazing, but his duet with
Pete Doherty on “Children of the
Revolution” is a bit shaky.
The pairing of U2 and Paul McCartney
on “Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club
Band” is a rare treat; McCartney had never
played the song live before (he had played
the Sgt. Pepper’s reprise song in concert
before, but not the original) and Bono and
Co. do a valiant job filling in for McCartney’s
former bandmates. U2 follows this up by
rattling off a trio of songs capped by a
poignant “One.”
The biggest story of the day was the
reunion of the classic Pink Floyd lineup.

dragging out your down coats
and beanies, the blessed resi-

dents of the alpine country of Switzerland
are enjoying a beautiful Indian summer. As I
sit here writing this column, the sun is pouring through my window, set off by temperatures in the seventies and a stunning blue
sky.
BBC

Bono points out Paul McCartney’s lack of protective eyewear at this summer’s Live 8
concert.
After too many years of squabbling, Roger
Waters joined David Gilmour, Nick Mason,
and Richard Wright for a classic mini-Floyd
set. It is hard not to get a bit emotional
watching this more than likely one-of-akind performance, and the DVD was wise to
include the full set the quintet performed
that day.
For all the reported bitterness between
certain Floyd members, Waters looks fairly
enthusiastic while sharing the stage with
his old bandmates again, and even makes
an emotional dedication of “Wish You Were
Here” to “everyone who’s not here, particularly, of course, for Syd” — a nice nod to for-

mer Floyd member Syd Barrett. Not bad for
a guy that had pretty much vowed to never
play with Pink Floyd again.
While the classic rock sets rank among
the highlights, there are also some fantastic
moments from the younger set. The Verve’s
Richard Ashcroft joins Coldplay for an emotional resurrection of “Bittersweet
Symphony,” and punk-pop princes Green
Day tear through the title track from
“American Idiot.”
Hip-hop, represented at the original Live
Aid in 1985 solely by Run-DMC, gets a good
see LIVE 8, page 7

When you think of Switzerland, what
image comes to your mind? Thanks to a seriously dedicated tourism board (and more
than a pinch of reality), Switzerland is often
equated with rugged snowy mountains, pristine alpine meadows and clear coursing
rivers. In the geological lottery, this country
won big time.
And the Swiss people aren’t stupid about
the beauty of their country. They know
they’ve got it, and they flaunt it. They build
their houses low so as to not block the view,
and refuse to put train tracks over the mounsee SCHINDALL, page 7
Julie Schindall is a junior majoring in music. She
can be reached at julie.schindall@tufts.edu.

MOVIE REVIEW

INTERVIEW

Take the PG plunge: ‘Zathura’
is more than just child’s play

Sept.11 blame falls on unlikely scapegoats

BY STEPHANIE SGUIGNA

Contributing Writer

You know that feeling of dread that
comes over you when your mom asks
you to take your younger brother to see

Zathura
Starring Jonah Bobo, Josh
Hutcherson, Tim Robbins
Directed by Jon Favreau

the latest PG-rated movie? Well, don’t
worry about “Zathura.” Although its target audience is clearly for the under-13
crowd, the movie’s combination of sharp
comedy
and
impressive
action
sequences make it bearable for audiences of all ages.
Most if not all of the plot can be
summed up in three words: “Jumanji” in
space. A credit to its inspiration, the
movie begins by setting up an intense
sibling rivalry between 10-year-old Walter
(Josh Hutcherson) and his 6-year-old
brother Danny (Jonah Bobo). After their
father (Tim Robbins) leaves the house for
an emergency work meeting and puts the
boys’ moody adolescent sister (Kristen
Stewart) in charge, Walter and Danny find
Zathura, a futuristic board game, in the
basement.
Curiosity gets the best of them, and it
doesn’t take long for them to realize that
Zathura is no ordinary game. With every
turn comes the threat of a new danger, be
it a meteor shower, a defective robot, or
an alien invasion. The greatest fear, however, is what will happen if Walter and
Danny can’t learn to work together in
order to win the game and return home.
The best part about this movie is the
hilarious one-liners riddled throughout.

Even in a scene dominated by a threatening meteor shower burning holes in a
suburban home’s living room, you can’t
help but giggle — albeit guiltily — when a
stray meteor breaks what looks like an
ornate vase on the mantle and Danny
cries, “Grandma!”
It is to be expected that a lot of the
humor is aimed toward children, but this
doesn’t keep the entire audience from
howling with laughter. There is even a
clever tongue-in-cheek moment when
the adolescent sister is frozen in cryogenic sleep after having spent the first
half of the movie upstairs in bed wearing
headphones blaring angry chick-rock
music.
Because it takes place in outer space,
“Zathura” also boasts plenty of special
effects, from staging an alien invasion to
nearly being sucked into another planet’s
gravity field.
One of “Zathura’s” weaknesses, however, is that it has far less of this action than
its predecessor “Jumanji.” Half of the
brothers’ turns during the game result in
drawing a card that either sets them forward or back a few spaces with no dangerous or exciting consequences.
Perhaps this is because “Jumanji” had
four players, two of whom were adults
and the other two who were young
adults. Too bad Robin Williams wasn’t
around to lend a hand this time around.
Several other good actors step in to
take Williams’s place. Tim Robbins is the
most noteworthy appearance, playing
the loving, though frustrated, father for all
of five minutes before leaving his children
to their own devices. Jonah Bobo nails the
role of the adorable six-year-old who can’t
help but admire and try to emulate his
older brother. Josh Hutcherson also does
see ZATHURA, page 7

BY JONATHAN

WESTFIELD

Contributing Writer

One of the lesser known results of Sept. 11,
2001, was a renewal of anti-Semitic sentiments in United States. Marc Levin’s new documentary, “The Protocols of Zion,” analyzes
this phenomenon and depicts how the 1897
document known as the Protocols of Zion
play a major role in extremists’ accusations of
a supposed Jewish conspiracy to take over the
world. Marc Levin, a Jewish filmmaker,
sought out many such extremists in hopes of
finding out where and why this revamped
hatred exists.
Though the entire conspiracy theory is
widely considered to be entirely without
merit, many anti-Semites today still believe
that the Protocols are the outline of a Jewish
plan for world domination resulting from a
meeting of Jewish leaders at the turn of the
20th century. The Daily sat down with Mr.
Levin this week and asked him a few questions concerning the origins of the film.
Question: Was there any specific event that
motivated you to make this film, “Protocols of
Zion”?
JEMAL COUNTESS/WIREIMAGE.COM

Marc Levin: I had been hearing in the days
and weeks right after 9/11 rumors on the
streets that rabbis had warned the Jews not to
go to work on September 11. Then I was in a
cab one day with this young Egyptian [driver]...and I said, “You don’t believe this — do
you?”
And he said, “Yeah,” and added that no
Jewish people died. And I got the newspaper
right in my hand with the names of missing
and dead and said, “Are you out of your
mind?” And he said that it was all written one
hundred years ago in the Protocols of Zion...
[Later,] he started telling me his life story
that he grew up in Alexandria and did love rap
music. And every time he bought rap music
and the fundamentalists in his neighborhood
see LEVIN, page 7

In making his documentary, Marc Levin
learned to keep his cool, even in the face of
rampant anti-Semitism
would see, they’d smash the CD and beat him
up. And this happened over and over again
until he had to leave his hometown and eventually his home country.
He came to New York hoping to get into the
music business, and [as we’re] getting into the
mix, I’m thinking, “This is so weird. This is a
victim of fundamentalism and fanaticism
and yet, 20 minutes ago, he was repeating
these street rumors and tying them to the oldest of old conspiracy theories, the Protocols.”
So, that’s kind of — in my mind — confusing,
because the kid wasn’t stupid, and if I had just
ended it with me getting out of the cab, it
would have just ended in alienation and
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Columnist declares that Paris’ Louvre has got nothing on Geneva’s flowers
SCHINDALL
continued from page 5

tains (they blast out tunnels instead). While I
live 15 minutes by bus from downtown
Geneva, I can also walk ten minutes to a
large pasture and be surrounded by apple
trees and the familiar tinkling of bells
strapped around the cows’ necks (this country’s love for bells will end up in every column, I swear).
Furthermore, the Swiss appreciation for
the beauty of nature is not confined to the
countryside. In Geneva, I have discovered a
very unusual culture of urban aesthetics,
something I do not believe I would ever witness in Boston. I like to think of it as the culture of gardening.
Now, believe me, I come from a family that
prizes plants. I can proudly say that many
childhood summers were spent watering the
corn field, picking peas and cleaning up fruit
under citrus trees. My mother, the green
thumb of the family, certainly instilled in us a

respect for bringing the beauty of nature into
everyday life. Yes, the dining room table was
often set with fresh-cut flowers, and yes, we
thought they were pretty.
But it has become apparent to me that
finding the flowers “pretty” does not come
even close to how the Swiss approach their
exalted flora. For days now, I have noticed a
bevy of trucks and crates surrounding the
small concrete island at the end of my street,
which separates cars turning left and cars
turning right. I was under the impression
that the island was being re-concreted, or
that they were fixing a sewage line underneath the asphalt.
But seriously, I should have known better
than to have assumed they were doing
something so practical, so aesthetically blind
as re-concreting the island. This morning,
amply bathed in the warm morning sun, I
walked past the island, now void of trucks
and crates. And what did I see? Freshlywatered topsoil and rows upon rows of

young green leaves coming out of winter
bulbs. Take it from me: Swiss people rip out
concrete divider islands to plant flowers.
In downtown Geneva, when winter comes
and the trees have dropped all their leaves, I
am told quite seriously by several Genevois
that municipal workers will be toiling away
the cold months by installing plantings
brought in from greenhouses. “You can
never quite know when spring will really
come,” one of my friends told me, “because
the flowers start blooming in January.”
And while I may poke a bit of fun at the
Swiss’ serious dedication to natural beauty, I
have to say that it’s a lovely cult of civil aesthetics. Why decorate our public places with
wrought iron and heavy stone when we can
let nature do the work instead? In a country
so obsessed with its organic food products
and small-holding farms, putting nature at
the forefront of its cultural aesthetics seems
only proper.
Other cities and countries I have had the

DVD renews faith in humanity and pop stars
LIVE 8
continued from page 5

bit of stage time in the concerts’ latest incarnation. Kanye West shines
on “Diamonds From Sierra Leone”
(too bad that “Gold Digger” wasn’t
released at the time of Live 8, as it
more than likely would have been
one of the DVD’s centerpieces) and
The Black Eyed Peas bring a bundle
of Red Bull-like energy and try hard
to engage the monstrous crowd.
Representing the glory days of rap is
the always charismatic Snoop Dogg,
who raises the non-existent roof
with “Who Am I (What’s My
Name)?”
The DVD is a great keeper, especially since many of the artists’ sets
were cut short when the original

concerts were broadcast on MTV
and VH1, the stations’ cameras cut
so that viewers could listen to the
ramblings of their respective VJs. To
be fair, both MTV and VH1 did try to
rectify the gaff, and each presented
several hours of uninterrupted performances a week after the show
was first broadcast.
One wonders if it was enough,
especially for those who watched in
horror as, during the original broadcast, the VH1 cameras panned away
from Pinks Floyd’s set early to showcase the infinite wisdom of (“Bands
Reunited” host) Aamer Haleem.
A couple of weeks back, the DVD
of the Concert for Bangladesh
(1971) was released. The Concert for
Bangladesh was the first “official”

opportunity to visit this semester also have,
for their part, a unique cultural urban aesthetic. Copenhagen oozed with colorful
buildings and hordes of bikes, illustrating
Scandinavia’s vibrant and respectful northern culture. Paris’ stunning cavalcade of
stately offices and museums proved the
French love for high art and culture. And
Geneva, of course, stands as a platform for
the world, offering a myriad of architectural
styles seated around oh-so-Swiss parks and
gardens.
As a young American student traveling
around Europe, it is easy to get lost in the
onslaught of magnificent public buildings
and grandiose boulevards. But for all the
massive city halls of Scandinavia and the
limestone arches of Paris, I still have to hand
it to the Swiss. Why spend decades building
heavy stone towers and laying imposing
brick buildings? In Switzerland, the people
know how to live the good life — surrounded
by flowers.

Underage stars are talented

benefit concert ever, raising funds
and awareness for the plight of the
people of the Southeast Asian
nation. While the technology was
nowhere like the display at Live 8
(how could it have been?), it does
embody some classic musical
moments, and the spirit of philanthropy created by its original cast of
musicians (George Harrison, Bob
Dylan and other big names of that
time) was the spark that certainly
led to the first Live Aid, Live 8, and
the myriad of fundraising concerts
of that ilk.
In the self-absorbed and blingobsessed world of today’s pop-culture, it’s pretty great that the music
scene is still influential enough to
help those who need it.

ZATHURA
continued from page 5

surprisingly well with his character, balancing both the tyrannical and the protective sides of
the elder sibling.
There is an interesting,
although confusing, twist to
this movie. Apparently, just as
gravity does not apply in outer
space, neither do any of the
other scientific laws, like
breathing in a vacuum. The
movie also plays around with
time travel and the merging of
parallel universes, most of
which is not meant to be questioned or analyzed.
Sure, the average elementary
school-aged viewer won’t have

any trouble swallowing these
premises, but it would be nice if
the movie did a better job of
explaining them within its own
supernatural
context.
Fortunately, none of the inconsistencies with reality take away
from the general movie experience.
The experience is a good one
overall, but it’s not the kind of
movie you’d want to see with a
bunch of friends your own age
if you’re not twelve years old.
What it lacks in plot and believability, “Zathura” makes up for
in humor and action, the type
of movie best when rented on
video for a particularly dull
weekday night.

Filmmaker Marc Levin cautions that words can speak louder than actions
LEVIN

up and talk about it.

continued from page 5

antagonism.
So I thought, well maybe, if you
can withstand the first blow of
hate and get a little deeper and listen and talk, other things would
be revealed. And that was where I
began to think about it, and then,
when I went to New Jersey a couple of months later, I saw that the
Protocols were being serialized in
an Arab-American weekly newspaper not far from where I grew
up. [And] I was like, “Wait a second; this is insane.”
So that’s kind of how it started.
So I kind of decided that light is
the great disinfectant; let’s open it

Q:In the movie, you interview a
lot of closed-minded people, such
as the creator of the Internet site
Jew Watch and some high-ranking
neo-Nazis. What is going through
your mind as you are talking to
these people, and how do you
personally feel about them?
ML: First of all, I tried almost as a
mantra to keep close to my original story: that moment with the
cab driver. I said to myself,
“Withstand, try to keep your cool,
because maybe you’ll get deeper.”
Certainly there were moments as
you saw on film where I couldn’t

contain myself.
For example, with [neo-Nazi]
Sean Walker, he felt that the word
“Jew” itself was open for definition. In other words, for him, any
media mogul such as Rupert
Murdoch (for example) was a Jew
— didn’t matter where [he] went
to church.
The radio show I would say was
the most scary — not physically,
[though]. I knew what Jew Watch
was, and so I figured that some of
these supporters will definitely
call. And to hear caller after caller
say, “The Jews did this, the Jews
did that...,” that really surprised
me and caught me off guard, and
I was shaken by that.

Q:If there is one message you
want the audience to leave the
movie [“Protocols of Zion”] with,
what would that be?
ML: I would say [the message is]
when you read what my grandfather has written on his grave:
“God means go do good.” It’s a
platitude, obviously, in a way, but
at the same time, what it really
means to me and what I want
people to take from this is to find
your own way to have this conversation, this dialogue; get involved,
get engaged.
This isn’t somebody else’s problem; this isn’t just the Jews’ prob-

lem, and everyone has got to find
their way. If somebody [a suicide
bomber] is going into the subway
or into theater strapped down,
they’re not going to ask who is a
Jew and who is not. They’re not
taking a census. Everyone is a
potential victim; everyone must
find a way — whether it is an organizational way, whether it is a
campus way — which inspires
dialogue.
The reason I made this movie
in a ‘street-gonzo’ way is to make
it accessible, so [that] not just
experts on this are subject to the
debate within the film. You have
to find a way to become part of
this conversation.

Daily’s Next Top Model: Editors’ Picks
After last week's season recap fake-out, faithful "ANTM" viewers were seriously
itching to get back to the tradition of seeing pretty girls getting their dreams crushed.
This week's unnecessarily complicated photo shoot brought in MTV's "Wildboyz" to
antagonize the girls for a series of "models gone mad" photos. They seemed to have
literally done the trick with Lisa, who tried to pee in a diaper in an attempt to impress
the “boyz.” Criticism was somewhat harsher than usual this week; one judge

remarked that Lisa didn't have "a great face" and that Jayla only had one look ("ONE
LOOK?!?!"). Bre, however, hit the judges hard with her "best shot," impressing them
so much that she was the first to move on to next week. At the show's end, Tyra told
both Nicole and Jayla — the final two contestants — to pack their bags. Luckily for
them, it turns out that models just love playing tricks; for the second week in a row,
no one was eliminated and all the girls are going to London!
—Blair Rainsford
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The future relevance of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) is at stake as ministers
prepare for next month’s Doha Round
meeting of trade negotiations in Hong
Kong. The organization has been continually bogged down by criticism and dispute
over the course of this round, and the run
up to this conference has been no different.
The early stages of brinkmanship from
participating countries have already
begun. The United States has been lobbing
insults at Europe while lesser developed
countries have been barking at their industrialized counterparts. With each new complaint, the possibility of legitimate progress
dwindles as the meeting date approaches.
Making progress in Hong Kong is crucial
because the WTO has set the end of next
year as a deadline for concluding the Doha
Round. President Bush’s fast track authority, permitting him to negotiate trade agreements without congressional approval, is
scheduled to expire in mid-2007. With
Congress in an increasingly protectionist
mood, it is unlikely any progress can be
made if the countries miss this deadline.
The most hotly disputed subject is once
again agricultural subsidies. These barriers
to trade unfairly distort market prices, pre-

venting competition from low cost producers in developing countries. Europe and
the United States have a repeated history of
fighting voraciously for a sector which represents only two percent of their collective
wealth and employment. The majority of
the international community has turned
on France, who is aggressively lobbying
against lowering farm tariffs.
Though agricultural politics have always
been a fierce battleground for Europeans
— who consistently argue over subsidies
inside the EU — there is no need for
Brussels’ politics in the Doha Round. It is
naïve for France to claim they have already
lowered tariffs enough. Members of all the
major industrial countries are falling into a
fallacy of zero sum games. While negotiations may be a process of give and take, the
ultimate purpose of international trade is
to obtain a mutually beneficial outcome.
Members — in both developing and industrial countries — can benefit from a world
wide reduction in tariffs.
As governments scale back both
demands and expectations for the Doha
Round, the unacceptably high tariff and
subsidy levels are likely to remain. It is disappointing to see this round fade away
before it has even started. Despite clear evi-

dence that a reduction in actual tariffs
would be beneficial, it seems likely that
only the ceiling for tariffs will be lowered at
the conference, and broad reforms will be
put off yet again. With developed countries
setting a poor example for less developed
countries, it is unlikely the latter will reciprocate by reducing their own barriers to
trade.
Only through increased trade and access
to global markets can developing countries
achieve an adequate standard of living.
Industrialized countries must take up the
lead, and sacrifice a few thousand jobs in
declining industries in order to save hundreds of thousands of lives.
The infighting that has characterized
previous meetings of this round, and the
talks leading up to Hong Kong will produce
no results. It is both counterproductive and
redundant. For the true mission of the
WTO to be accomplished, members must
take every meeting opportunity available
to aggressively fight barriers to free trade.
While an aggressive agenda may have
doomed the Hong Kong meeting to lie in
history books next to disasters such as the
1999 Seattle meeting, it is imperative officials not be so conservative that they
achieve nothing.
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Recently, ABC’s “Primetime Live”
reported on the level of security at various nuclear reactors around the country. Immediately after the news report
aired, KTVX Channel 4 news at 10 p.m.
broadcasted a follow-up story, reinforcing the idea that the U’s nuclear reactor
is vulnerable to terrorist attacks.
Yet when interviewed, nuclear
researchers at the U said that many of
the claims made by these programs are
completely false.
Television news outlets are often
accused of sensationalizing the news.
In this case, the ABC report unnecessarily appealed to the fears of many
Americans, claiming that terrorists can
exploit nuclear reactors all over the
nation.
If true, that would have been a very
important news story. Unfortunately, it

seems that many of the claims made by
“Primetime” and other news programs
were greatly exaggerated.
Furthermore, now that flaws in the
theory have been revealed, no one at
ABC is taking responsibility for the fact
that it utilized scare tactics to make a
story more exciting.
It seems that if “Primetime” had
done a little more research on the
topic, it would have realized that there
were flaws in its terrorist theory.
Ultimately, its credibility is damaged
because it didn’t put in the time and
effort necessary to make sure that it
had its facts straight. After all, it is better to get the story right than to get it
first.
In this case, “Primetime” stuck with
the stories as reported by several
interns who simply went around and
tried to open doors.
But what is more troubling is the

idea that perhaps “Primetime” made a
conscious decision to omit some sides
of the story.
When the media ignores some information or selectively seeks the information that they think will lead to the
“best” news story, they are violating the
trust that the public has given them.
Such reporting is similar to scientific
researchers throwing out trials that
don’t fit in with their stated hypothesis.
Sure, such practices would make
researchers look better-but the results
become complete nonsense.
It is of the utmost importance that
television media outlets provide fair
and correct news coverage, as many
people rely solely on TV for their news
coverage. Obviously with ratings playing such a massive role in programming, there is the temptation to sensationalize the news — but to do so is a
great disservice to the public.
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Who really owns the Internet?
BY

DAVID LAWRENCE

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

What about Bob?

O

n the online feedback page for the
column I wrote two weeks ago, I
found the following from a certain

“bob” who was apparently unhappy with
my work:
“Keith do you just like to hear yourself
talk. This article is poor written and is just
mumbo-jumbo. Shut up, stop talking and
do some real reporting for once.”
The only thing this has to do with the rest
of my column is that in the next few paragraphs you’ll read about another guy and a
restaurant, both also named Bob. I just
wanted to humiliate lowercase ”bob” for his
improper punctuation, complete disregard
for the existence of adverbs, and lack of
understanding of the difference between a
news article and an opinion column. Also,
“bob” wasn’t paying attention — my “poor
written” column was three weeks ago. I
actually put some effort into the last two.
The summer after my freshman year, I
was visiting my Tufts friend Jonathan. His
parents also had visitors, a husband and
wife named Lonnie and Bob whose children attended Tufts. (By virtue of the capitalization present in his name, it should be
obvious that he belongs to an entirely different class of Bobs.) In conversation it
came up that whenever they were in
Medford, they ate at a restaurant called
Bob’s (apparently also owned by a fellow
uppercase-B Bob). Jonathan and I were
incredulous — we’d been to Tufts for a year
and never heard of this place! How could
this be?
Once back at school, we made it our mission to find this restaurant. Considering it’s
on Main Street in Medford, it wasn’t too difficult to locate. Bob’s turned out to be a fantastic Italian grocery store and deli, with
some of the best sandwiches and pasta this
side of Hanover Street. They even have
refrigerated desserts flown in from Italy.
Even better, it was a slice of life in Medford
that had been there since the 1930s. The
cashiers knew everyone’s name. Sure, it was
just a deli, but it was just the sort of community I longed to be a part of while temporarily transplanted from the rituals of my
own hometown.
Why is it that two Tufts students hadn’t
heard of a neighborhood institution just a
few blocks away? Perhaps it’s because a lot
of Tufts students don’t really explore the few
blocks around them aside from Davis
Square and — when their cellphones break
— the Galleria.
While it’s expected that students don’t
totally integrate themselves into the community, I think it’s at the least polite and the
most enriching way for us to show some
concern and interest in our host towns.
Even though we extensively studied
Robert Feke’s paintings of the Royall family
in my American art history class, I never
took a trip to his homestead, just a few
blocks away. Think of how much more I
could have learned. My Tufts neighbors
decided to put up a pirate flag for
Halloween, and instantly got a call from
Director of Community Relations Barbara
Rubel who, by the way, may have the hardest job at Tufts. It seems our adult neighbors
were concerned with what the flag stood
for. Instead of being comfortable enough
with Tufts students to knock on the door
and ask, however, our fellow Somervillians
took it straight to the University. We had
never talked to them, and they’d never
talked to us. There was no mutual trust, and
see BARRY, page 10

Keith Barry is a senior majoring in
community health and psychology. He can
be reached via e-mail at
keith.barry@tufts.edu.

Do you think the United Nations should
control the Internet? Several other countries
do. A battle for oversight of the revolutionary
communications tool is quickly approaching and it appears the United States will
have little international support for continuation of its dominion over the Web.
Several territories — including China,
Brazil, Iran and the European Union — have
criticized the already influential and powerful United States oversight over the primary
means of exchanging data across technology networks. They have proposed that a
multinational body — the United Nations
— take over bureaucratic control. The
United States countered that bureaucratic
control by the United Nations is likely to
mirror other UN services in speed and efficiency: slow and inefficient. UN oversight
committees are historically slow and indecisive.
To be clear, true control over the Internet
is not an issue. The Web is an impossibly
large and diverse community, and maintaining any broad control over its content
would be daunting. What is at issue is control of a technical aspect of the Internet —
domain names and other addresses.
Domain name ownership, Internet Protocol
(IP) numbers and commonly used suffixes
(.com, .edu, .org) are decided by an oversight corporation established by the United
States in 1998.
This organization — the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN) maintains semi-independent control of the Internet. Final control over ICANN now rests with the U.S.
Department of Commerce, though within
months the organization will become independent. ICANN will continue to be a U.S.
corporation and subject to United States
rules, regulations and law.
Other governments are afraid the United
States could use ICANN maliciously. If U.S.
policy turned against New Zealand, ICANN
might be used to remove the country’s .nz
domain from the Internet. This prospect is
as ridiculous as it is unlikely. The United
States has far greater diplomatic means of
influence than the power to mildly inconvenience a country’s Internet users.
The United States’ critique of the multinational-control proposition has greater
legitimacy. This body could be slow and
inefficient. As executives lumber through

CORBIS

the motions of trying to please a few dozen
global powers, decisions made by the U.N.
oversight commission could take exceedingly long. The Internet thrives on speed
and constant change, and a pencil-slow
U.N. oversight commission could have a
negative impact on e-commerce and online
innovation.
In a climate already highly critical of U.S.
policy in countless arenas, it is unsurprising
that several nations would join together in
support of multinational control of an
invention that the United States researched,
funded, built and willingly shared with the
international community.
Control of such a powerful tool is no trivial matter. Dutch Minister of Economic
Affairs Laurens Jans Brinkhorst said,
“Materially there’s nothing wrong with the
current structure. But formally it is strange
that something with such a global impact is
being controlled by one nation, and there is
a sharpened position against the United
States’ unilateral thinking.”

Brinkhorst’s sentiments reflect the view of
many in the international community. They
do not have a problem with ICANN per se, or
with how the United States has acted in its
position of control, but specifically with the
fact that it is the United States in charge. The
United States has developed an image within the international community of being
unwilling to compromise with the United
Nations and its member nations. With its
actions in Iraq and rejection of the Kyoto
Protocol, the United States has invited substantial international criticism, and these
most recent complaints about ICANN is fallout.
Just as in Iraq and the Kyoto Protocol, the
United States is likely to act unilaterally and
maintain its control over the Internet. The
Bush administration has clearly stated it
intends to make ICANN more independent,
but it will still be a U.S. corporation and subject to U.S. rules and regulation. The global
information business can do without the
bureaucratic hassle of the global community.

OFF THE HILL VIEWPOINT | UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

Marijuana laws need to go up in smoke
BY

TAYLOR WILLIAMS
The Oracle

I’ve been saying it for a while, but
nobody wants to listen to me.
Now, lawmakers in Denver, Colo., are
starting to perceive marijuana the same
way I have for years: a sound alternative to
alcohol. Before critics come screaming
from the rooftops, I’m not claiming that
marijuana is good for you, just that it is
socially harmless.
The debate about whether to legalize
pot has been going on for decades. Actor
Robert Mitchum was arrested in 1948 and
thrown in jail for a few months for marijuana possession.
Since our parents’ generation got stoned
on the fields of Woodstock, people have
been pining over the decriminalization of
marijuana. While Denver is among the first
municipalities to legalize pot smoking, it is
not the first to establish possible advantages of marijuana use.
In 1999 and 2001, Illinois and Hawaii,
respectively, passed resolutions that allow
researchers to study the industrial and
economic advantages related to marijuana

and the plants it comes from. Since 1965,
more than 11 million Americans have
been arrested for possession of pot. The
Moscone Act of 1976 took the offense of
possessing a small amount of marijuana
out of the court system and many states
are continuing to put minor possession on
the bottom of their law enforcement’s “to
do” list.
According to the Human Rights 95 project, aimed at minimizing sentences for
individuals arrested for minor drug
charges - with marijuana charges as one of
its tops priorities - it costs taxpayers an
average of $38.01 per day to house inmates
at a minimum-security jail, as of the 1994
fiscal year.
Minimum-security jails and prisons are
where the authorities stash petty criminals, such as a woman arrested for possession of one-eighth of an ounce of pot. Let’s
see: $38.01 per day times a 100-day sentence equals $3,801 per average sentence
that taxpayers forfeit to keep the pothead
at bay.
Just think of the schools or soldiers who
could benefit from an increased budget
with the money the state saves from letting

Jane Doe smoke her pot in peace. Instead
of putting Miss Doe away on my tax dollar,
why don’t we reserve that jail cell for the
rapist, the murderer or the thief? Also,
studies have proven marijuana may have
some medicinal benefits apart from
reducing pain. According to BioMed
Central Medicine, THC, a class of active
constituents in cannabis, has been proven
in laboratory mice to prevent cancer-causing viruses, such as gamma herpes, from
spreading through white blood cells. Prior
research has also shown THC to exclusively target and stop the production of other
types of cancerous cells, including
prostate cancer and breast cancer.
I have a dear family friend in her early
60s who spent her law career working for
legal equality. She was diagnosed with
fibromyalgia, a painful disease characterized by intense muscle and skeletal pain.
She described to me marijuana’s effect on
her physical and emotional health in battling this ailment, but wished to remain
anonymous.
“I used marijuana through the ‘60s, ‘70s
see LEGALIZATION, page 10
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Lighting up could boost the economy
LEGALIZATION
continued from page 9

and until mid-80s basically as a recreational drug (usually) and occasionally at parties
with friends,” she said. “When I contracted
fibromyalgia and other auto-immune system conditions, with no exceptions, every
rheumatologist that I saw (including the
head of rheumatology at the Mayo Clinic)
would, at some point in the consultation,
get up, close the door and say ‘I don’t know
if you have ever used marijuana.’ I would
indicate that I had, and they would say, ‘It
would clearly soften the pain. I can’t tell you
that officially, but I tell you that unofficially.’
I smoke daily, and it does soften the pain.
And I have smoked daily since I was 43
years old (I am 63 now), and it hasn’t led me
to any other drugs.”
The Food and Drug Administration simply needs to establish strict standards
around the manufacturing and usage of
marijuana. A pot smoker should be 21 years
old to legally purchase and consume the
substance, akin to the legal drinking age.
And just like you cannot roam the streets of
Ybor with an open container of alcohol, the
pot smoker would have to smoke in designated bars or in the privacy of one’s own
home.
Just as one cannot produce bootleg alcohol
for distribution - one must hold a license -

the marijuana vendor would have to be
held to the FDA’s standards. Denver is
already establishing these criteria in their
landmark decision, and it’s time the rest of
the state - nay, country - followed suit.
I spoke to a student about this matter,
who also wished to remain anonymous.
He’s 18, and under my proposed hypothetical conditions, he wouldn’t be able to legally smoke pot for another three years. He
seemed eager to see how the Denver decision influenced the rest of the nation.
However, he added that just because the
government sets age regulations on substances doesn’t mean underage people will
not consume them.
“I would definitely be all for (decriminalization), but just like with alcohol and
tobacco, you will still have underage people
using the drug. They’ll just find older
friends to buy it for them, like with cigarettes and beer.”
As I indicated previously, I think pot is
socially safer than alcohol. It may seem
absurd, but consider this:
Ever heard of a man getting stoned and
going home to beat his wife and kids? What
about a stoner picking a bar fight?
I think the only real danger of legalizing
marijuana is the poor potatoes that are
doomed to become Frito-Lays and
devoured by potheads.

Tufts detached from local community
BARRY
continued from page 9

that’s no sign of a community.
There’s a lot that we all can do individually to remedy that. Talk to your off-campus
neighbors. Just a “hello” can break down so
many walls, and a conversation can make
friends. One of my neighbors last year was
former State Representative Vinnie Ciampa
who blamed his loss to Carl Sciortino partially on “Tufts kids.” He gave us too much
credit. The same Tufts students who were
active in political movements on campus
and who studied international relations
couldn’t give a hoot about local politics.
How many of us even knew about the alder-

manic elections last week? It was the fallout
of the end of rent control in Cambridge that
brought more liberal voters to Somerville,
not a bunch of otherwise politically active
college students. Oh yeah, and those hatefilled pamphlets Vinnie’s anti-gay buddies
sent out didn’t help too much either.
This week, I leave you all with a challenge. If the prospect of a true MedfordSomerville-Tufts community isn’t enough
to entice us to be better neighbors, we at
least owe it to the overworked Barbara
Rubel to help her out. Knock on a door, or
say hello to a neighbor over the age of 22.
And if his name is “bob?” Tell him you’ve
never heard of me.
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Alito’s view of precedent may indicate an approach to Roe
BY

EMILIE LOUNSBERRY

Knight Ridder Tribune

Samuel A. Alito Jr. is Catholic, and his
mother has said he opposes abortion. And
when he sought a Justice Department promotion in 1985, he expressed support for
the view that the Constitution “does not
protect a right to an abortion.”
But Alito, the federal appeals judge nominated to succeed Justice Sandra Day
O’Connor on the nation’s highest court, has
shown respect for precedent. In a 1997 ruling, he said he agreed with the “essential
point” his fellow judges had made: That the
Supreme Court has held that a fetus is not a
“person” under the 14th Amendment.
Alito’s rulings on the Philadelphia-based
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
offer no clear signs whether he would move
to affirm or overturn “Roe v. Wade, the landmark 1973 abortion-rights ruling. But newly
released documents from his tenure with
the Justice Department triggered more
intense questioning Tuesday on Capitol
Hill.
Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., an abortion-rights supporter and the only woman
on the Judiciary Committee, told The
Associated Press that Alito told her he had
merely been “an advocate seeking a job”
when he made his 1985 comments about
abortion.
“He said first of all it was different then,”

she said. “He said, `I was an advocate seeking a job, it was a political job and that was
1985. I’m now a judge, I’ve been on the circuit court for 15 years, and it’s very different.
I’m not an advocate, I don’t give heed to my
personal views; what I do is interpret the
law.’’’
Feinstein said she believed him.
With Alito’s confirmation hearing set to
begin Jan. 9, senators as well as liberal and
conservative interest groups are trying to
figure out Alito’s approach to stare decisis,
the Latin term for the legal principle that
prior court decisions should be recognized
as precedents — and not easily overturned.
“As a lower-court judge, he has to be in
lock-step with precedent,” said Jeffrey M.
Shaman, a constitutional-law scholar at
DePaul University in Chicago. “But once he’s
on the Supreme Court, he doesn’t have to.”
Alito, 55, has tackled questions about
abortion in a number of cases in his 15 years
on the appeals court.
He voted in 2000 to strike down New
Jersey’s ban on so-called partial-birth abortion, and in 1995 to bar restrictions on
Medicaid-funded abortions. And in a key
1991 case, Alito voted to uphold most of
Pennsylvania’s abortion-control law, and
wrote that it was not an “undue burden” to
require a woman to notify her husband
before an abortion.
In that case, Planned Parenthood v.
Casey, the Supreme Court ultimately reaf-

firmed the right to abortion, but struck
down the spousal-notification provision
Alito had sought to uphold.
Shaman said that he thought Alito would
have dissented in Roe, and that the big
question now was how Alito’s view of stare
decisis would come into play the next time
an abortion case reaches the court.
“It’s very difficult to figure out where he
will come down, because so much depends
upon ... how much respect he has to
whether or not Roe and Casey are established law,” Shaman said. “We don’t get
much of a sense about Judge Alito as to
where he is with regard to when it’s proper
to overrule a decision.”
Susan Low Bloch, a constitutional law
expert at Georgetown University, said Alito’s
Third Circuit opinions did not offer much
insight. “You can tell very little from his
court of appeals rulings,” said Bloch, other
than “he’s very good at following precedent.”
The newly released 1985 document, she
said, will make Alito more vulnerable to
questions about his views on Roe. Alito’s
long-ago remark, she said, “raises a question of what he would think about overturning it now — 30 years later.”
While his judicial colleagues and former
law clerks said he had not tipped his hand
on whether he would uphold Roe, they said
that Alito, who is known as a stalwart of
judicial restraint, would surely give much

weight to the 32-year-old precedent.
“He looks at precedent, and follows
precedent,” said Third Circuit Judge
Leonard I. Garth, a longtime judge who
hired Alito as a law clerk in 1976.
Garth said that although the Supreme
Court has the authority to overturn precedent, it does so only rarely. “They don’t do it
easily, and they don’t do it very often,” said
Garth.
Adam Ciongoli, a corporate lawyer in
New York who formerly was a law clerk for
Alito, said, “I think he would look at Roe as a
serious precedent that was decided over 30
years ago, and has been tested in the interim.”
Judge Ruggero J. Aldisert, another of
Alito’s colleagues on the Third Circuit, said
he would “hate to make any prediction” on
Alito’s view, but said Alito has “always been
cautious and careful” and “seems to place
an important value on precedential authority.”
Aldisert said there is a long line of case
law stating that a precedent should not be
overturned unless the reason has changed
substantially, or is no longer valid.
Thus, he said, he does not believe that the
high court could easily overturn Roe.
In the newly released papers, Alito, then a
lawyer who argued Supreme Court cases for
the Justice Department, was applying in
1985 to become a deputy assistant attorney
general in the Reagan administration.

White garb returns to hospitals
BY

DAHLEEN GLANTON

Knight Ridder Tribune

It has been a half-century since
the image of the hospital nurse in
her crisp white uniforms, white
opaque stockings and white
stacked heels began vanishing
from the medical landscape. Now
some hospitals are harking back to
that era by forcing nurses to return
to white attire in what they say is
an effort to restore professionalism to the job.
In hospitals across the country,
including Atlanta, Dallas and
Philadelphia, nurses are checking
vital signs and dispensing medication in solid white uniforms — a
look that distinguishes them from
technicians, nurses’ aides and
housekeepers who continue to
wear colors.
While no one is advocating a
return to starched dresses and
Cherry Ames nursing caps, some
hospital administrators say a professional look of white scrubs —
pants and top sets that became
popular in the 1980s — and other
comfortable attire are more professional. The white uniforms are
the same for females and males.
Other facilities, including
Chicago’s Northwestern Memorial
Hospital, don’t require nurses to
wear all white, but they wear
scrubs in a combination of periwinkle
blue
and
white.
Northwestern instituted colorcoded apparel for all hospital professionals after patients complained that they couldn’t differentiate among the staff. The hospital
hired an image consultant to help
in the process.
While the trend is gaining support among hospital administrators, the return to white uniforms
has become a divisive and heated
issue among nurses, many of
whom enjoy expressing their individuality by wearing pajamalike
scrubs splattered with colorful
flowers, images of SpongeBob
SquarePants or candy canes.
Message boards on nursing-oriented Web sites are buzzing with
chatter over the subject, ranging
from older nurses who never
stopped wearing white to younger
nurses who can’t imagine themselves in anything but black, pur-

ple or red.
Many hospitals, like school districts, have been forced to institute
dress codes as young teachers or
nurses with their more casual style
of dress enter the workforce. Often
their appearance — dangling jewelry, message T-shirts and fake fingernails — is deemed inappropriate in the workplace and creates
tension with the patients and the
doctors. At the same time, hospitals are grappling with a shortage
of nurses, and in a climate of stiff
competition, they are caught in a
quandary over what to allow.
Rhonda Scott, the chief nursing
officer at Grady Memorial
Hospital, the largest hospital in
Atlanta, instituted the all-white
uniform policy last year for its
1,100 nurses. Almost immediately,
she said, morale improved among
the staff.
“When scrubs hit the market 20
years ago, it liberated us from the
days of Florence Nightingale to
where nurses had the opportunity
to express themselves,” Scott said.
“Then problems started showing
up. I had a nurse come to work in
a gray sweatsuit and I had to send
her home. Another wore a T-shirt
that had a big Tweety Bird on it,
and another liked to wear sneakers and a Harley-Davidson T-shirt
with a stethoscope around her
neck. And how morbid is a black
scrub in the critical-care unit?”
As hospitals struggle with the
shortage of nurses, Scott said,
returning to professional uniforms
helps to restore credibility to the
job and encourages others to
aspire to become nurses.
“We feel that it is time for nurses to be seen as the educated professionals they are,” she said. “We
have to go through so much training, so why would we present an
image less that what we are?”
David Collins, 40, a patient at
Grady, said he has noted a drastic
difference at the hospital since the
uniform policy was instituted.
Three years ago, he said, he had to
be very demanding when he visited his partner in the hospital
because it was too hard to determine which staffer should be
doing what. Now that he is a
patient, he said, the experience is
see WHITE, page 13
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Jennifer Courtault leads her third-grade students in their temporary classrooms at St. Clare Elementary School
which is on the foundation of the original school destroyed by Hurricane Katrina in Waveland, Mississippi.

Hurricane Katrina swept away St. Clare’s
buildings, but did not sweep away spirit
BY

ANDREW MARTIN

Knight Ridder Tribune

A plaque on the front of St.
Clare Elementary School once
read “Destroyed by Hurricane
Camille in 1969 and Rebuilt in
Faith the Next Year.” The plaque
is now missing, along with every
library book, desk and children’s
drawing that once adorned the
classroom walls.
Where Hurricane Camille
destroyed the rectory and damaged
several
buildings,
Hurricane Katrina and its 20foot-plus storm surge left nothing to repair at St. Clare Catholic
Church and its small school,
where the buildings were
reduced to rubble.
Even the statue of St. Clare was
gone.
“It looked as though we were
in the middle of a war zone,” said
Mark Cumella, the school principal, describing his first glimpse
of his school after the storm. “I
fell to my knees ... it was like the
slabs had been swept clean.”

Now, 10 weeks after Katrina,
most of the beachfront still looks
like a war zone, but St. Clare
school has reopened amid the
devastation, holding classes in
military-style Quonset huts decorated with multi-colored ABCs
and construction-paper flowers.
The reopening was made possible by the generosity of an
Alaskan businessman, who identified himself only as Richard
and supplied the Quonset huts,
and by Old St. Patrick’s Church in
Chicago, which has mapped out
an ambitious five-year plan to
help St. Clare rebound.
The school had 174 students
before Katrina; 102 were back in
class when school opened on
Halloween, and a few more have
trickled in since then.
Nearly all the students’ homes
were destroyed or damaged by
the storm, and they are now living with relatives or in trailers
supplied
by
the
Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency. With schoolwork to
focus on and classmates to play

with, St. Clare has provided an
escape from the stark realities of
home, school officials said.
“If we can keep them happy
and safe from 8:00 to 3:00, then
they can forget a little bit about
what’s going on,” said Carol
Gordon, the 4th-grade teacher.
St. Clare was one of dozens of
schools damaged or destroyed by
Katrina in the beachfront towns
along Mississippi’s Gulf Coast.
The Mississippi Department of
Education reports that 16 public
schools were destroyed by the
storm, 24 were severely damaged
and 263 experienced some damage. The public schools in
Waveland and nearby Bay St.
Louis were so heavily damaged
that school didn’t open until last
Monday (November 7), using
portable trailers for classrooms.
Along the Gulf Coast, which is
heavily Catholic, five Catholic
schools were demolished and
many others were badly damaged by flooding, officials said.
By doubling up schools, using
see KATRINA, page 14
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White garb makes return to hospitals
WHITE
continued from page 11

is totally different.
“If I happen to be in the hallway, I know
exactly who to approach when I need something,” he said. “Everything seems much more
professional.”
Nurse Gloria Taylor, 32, said she initially
resisted the change at Grady because she liked
wearing prints. Now she has accepted the policy.
“My uniform used to reflect my personality.
I felt the colors brightened the environment,”
said Taylor, a registered nurse for two years.
“But now I like the professional look of the
white. I am going to get some white skirts, and

that is a very big step for me.”
While many nurses have gradually warmed
up to the idea, not everyone agrees. Sandy
Summers, executive director of the Center for
Nursing Advocacy in Baltimore, said there are
better ways to boost the image of nurses.
“A lot of people have problems with white
uniforms because nurses deal with bodily fluids all day and their uniforms get soiled. It is
nearly impossible to keep them clean,” said
Summers, a registered nurse. "The white uniform also has the angel image problem. It
harks back to the time when nurses were
thought of as spiritual characters who provide
emotional comfort, not professionals who save
lives. “
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Buildings ruined,but spirits remain high
KATRINA
continued from page 11

temporary space and relying on donated
backpacks, clothing and other equipment,
all the schools finally opened their doors
over the past week or so.
One school, St. Thomas in Long Beach,
opened after the Knights of Columbus
bought a local skating rink, and with the
help of Seabees from a local Navy base,
converted it into a church and school in
just 19 harried days. The 340 students were
dubbed “Holy Rollers.”
When Katrina roared ashore on Aug. 29,
it would have seemed implausible that St.
Clare Elementary School would open this

school year, let alone nine weeks later.
Waveland had been a popular tourist destination full of restaurants, shops and
quaint cottages on streets with names like
Vacation Lane and Surf Street, and St. Clare
was situated on 22 acres right on the
beach, with only Beach Boulevard and a
stretch of sand separating it from the Gulf
of Mexico.
But the northeast quadrant of the storm,
the strongest and deadliest, came ashore
right around Waveland, and it flattened
every structure on the Gulf side of the railroad tracks that cut through town. Most
buildings on the other side of the tracks
were rendered uninhabitable by flooding.
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Japan’s Princess Nori
marries non-royalty
YOMIURI SHIMBUN
Knight Ridder Tribune

Japan’s Princess Nori, the only
daughter of Emperor Akihito and
Empress Michiko, married Yoshiki
Kuroda, a Tokyo metropolitan government employee, on Tuesday
morning with the imperial couple
attending the Shinto-style wedding rite at a hotel.
The ceremony began about 11
a.m. at the Imperial Hotel in
Uchisaiwaicho, just outside the
Imperial Palace — where the 36year-old princess has lived all her
life — with Ise Shrine’s Daiguji
chief
priest
Michihisa
Kitashirakawa presiding over the
ritual.
During the 25-minute wedding,
Princess Nori and Kuroda, 40,
exchanged nuptial cups and the
bridegroom then read out his marriage vows.
Shortly before noon, an
Imperial Household Agency official visited the relevant ward office
to register the marriage. With the
registration, the princess — who
has taken the name Sayako
Kuroda — formally relinquished
her royal status and removed herself from palace life as stipulated

by the Imperial House Law.
The agency has not disclosed
the exact location of the newlywed
couple’s residence so as to ensure
their safety and enable them to live
a quiet life.
Clad in a long white dress — the
imperial family’s formal attire —
the princess attended the wedding
ceremony with Kuroda, who wore
a morning suit. The closed-door
event proceeded without the presence of their go-betweens, at their
request.
A total of 23 guests, including
the emperor and empress and the
crown prince and princess, as well
as former royal family members,
represented the bride’s side sitting
on the right in accordance with the
imperial family’s tradition. The
bridegroom’s side was represented
by eight guests, including Kuroda’s
70-year-old mother, Sumiko. His
father died when he was a thirdyear law student at Gakushuin
University in Tokyo.
According to the Imperial
Household Agency, the princess
and Kuroda exchanged nuptial
cups and offered branches from
trees regarded as sacred in the
Shinto faith and bowed before a
temporary altar, enshrining

KRT

Well-wishers wave to the car carrying Princess Nori to the Imperial Hotel in Chiyoda Ward, Tokyo on Tuesday.
Princess Nori, the only daughter of the Emperor and Empress, married Yoshiki Kuroda, a Tokyo metropolitan
government employee, that morning.
Amaterasu
Omikami
(Sun
Goddess) — the deity from which
the imperial family is said to be
descended.
Then, banker-turned public
servant Kuroda read out his oath of
marriage,
formalizing
his
betrothal to Sayako. The couple
then joined the guests to exchange
cups, cementing their relationship
through marriage.

Following the wedding ritual,
the newlywed couple expressed
their gratitude to the emperor and
empress. Other royal family members then conveyed their congratulations to the imperial couple on
the marriage of their only daughter.
The bride and her new husband, accompanied by the guests,
moved to a studio within the hotel

to have commemorative photographs taken.
In the afternoon, the emperor
and empress returned to their
scheduled duties at the Imperial
Palace before receiving greetings
from Prime Minister Junichiro
Koizumi, the speakers of both
houses of the Diet and the chief
justice of the Supreme Court at the
palace.

Schwarzenegger talks about energy consumption, sources in China
BY

KATE FOLMAR

Knight Ridder Tribune

Declaring that California and China face
the “same challenge” in providing safe,
abundant energy for the future, Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger said Tuesday that
both nations must focus on reducing consumption, promoting renewable power
and building more hydrogen-powered
cars.
The Republican governor’s comments
came at a China-U.S. Relations conference
Tuesday morning on the second day of his
whirlwind, three-city trade mission.
Schwarzenegger hopes to foster more business deals between China and California
while also broaching the delicate subject of
protecting intellectual property.
Holding up a solar panel he said was
designed by Silicon Valley’s SunPower Corp.
and produced in China, Schwarzenegger

compared developing renewable energy to
landing a man on the moon.
“We must shoot for the moon together.
When we succeed, the payoff is going to be
clear,” he told the several hundred attendees at the conference. “Clear skies, clear
lakes, clear oceans and a clear path to economic prosperity and a clear conscience.”
California and China are toughening
standards for energy efficiency in new
buildings.
In California, the governor has championed a million-solar-roofs initiative,
although his efforts were stymied in the
legislature this year. In China, a growing
population and booming economy spells
summer blackouts and shortages. On average, local governments in China build a
new, 1,000-megawatt power plant a week.
Schwarzenegger was introduced by former President George Bush, who called
him a friend and a “man of vision.” The

Bush school of public policy at Texas A&M
University was one of the event’s sponsors.
Later Tuesday, the governor was scheduled to lunch with members of the
American Chamber of Commerce and
attend private meetings with business
leaders and government officials. Hopes
were high that new business deals between
China and California could be announced
by this afternoon. The governor was due to
finish the day at a banquet at the Great Hall
of the People.
He descended on China Monday afternoon — only to have the Chinese descend
upon him.
The governor made his first appearance
of the trip at a pomp-filled, confetti-strewn
event honoring the rapid growth of the
Special Olympics in China.
As he and California’s first lady, Maria
Shriver, left the ceremony at the stout
Millennium Monument, pandemonium

briefly erupted as a throng of photographers crushed in on the first couple,
momentarily separating them from their
security detail.
No one was injured in the incident,
which otherwise went off without a hitch.
The governor helped promote the
Special Olympics in China five years ago,
when the country counted 50,000 people
with intellectual disabilities as Special
Olympics athletes. Their numbers have
increased ten-fold since then, and
Shanghai will host the 2007 Special
Olympics World Summer Games in 2007.
“The Chinese people are giving change a
chance,” Schwarzenegger told about 1,000
Special Olympics athletes and their families, who shifted from foot to foot to ward
off the bitter afternoon chill. “They are giving tolerance a chance. They are giving
inclusion a chance. They are giving love a
chance.”

Uzbek crackdown hits Russia Bush, Koizumi to discuss economic reform
BY

ALEX RODRIGUEZ

Knight Ridder Tribune

After their brutal suppression
of an uprising in Andijan in May
that left hundreds of unarmed
demonstrators dead, Uzbek
authorities began jailing scores of
Uzbeks in what human-rights
activists called an indiscriminate
manhunt for anyone who questioned the government’s role in
the massacre.
More than 1,500 miles away in
the central Russian city of
Ivanovo, a group of about a dozen
Uzbek men who last winter used
an Internet posting to criticize
Uzbek authorities thought they
were safely beyond the reach of
their homeland’s cruel brand of
justice. They weren’t.
Russian police and Uzbek intelligence agents arrested the men,
workers and co-owners of a textile
plant in Ivanovo, on June 18 and
continue to hold all but one of
them behind bars while Russian
authorities decide whether to
extradite them to Uzbekistan.
Khatam Khadzhimatov, recently released after being held in an
Ivanovo jail for four months, said

officers beat him repeatedly and
tortured him with electric shock.
Their questions stunned him:
Where are your guns, your explosives? How did you help the terrorists in Andijan?
“This went on for eight hours,”
Khadzhimatov said. “The electric
shock felt like someone punching
me in the back. They weren’t
happy with my answers and said,
`Next time, we will put it in your
mouth.’’’
A Russian citizen and an ethnic
Uzbek, Khadzhimatov still faces
extradition as a result of what his
lawyer says are fabricated charges
that Khadzhimatov fraudulently
obtained his Russian citizenship.
Extradition would place him and
the other men in the hands of
Uzbek justice, notorious for its
reliance on torture and extrajudicial executions.
Human rights groups say as
many as 4,500 Uzbeks have been
arrested within Uzbekistan over
the last five months, victims of
President Islam Karimov’s crackdown on anyone who survived
the May 13 uprising in Andijan,
and anyone critical of the government’s version of what happened.

BY

G. ROBERT HILLMAN

Knight Ridder Tribune

At first blush, they seem an
odd couple — President Bush
and Japanese Prime Minister
Junichiro Koizumi, two leaders
cultures apart and half a world
away.
Maybe it’s their fondness for
baseball that binds. Or maybe
their personalities just click.
Whatever, Bush, who touches
down in Japan Tuesday at the
start of a weeklong, four-country
tour of Asia, counts Koizumi
among his closest worldly
friends — so much so that the
prime minister was a fixture in
the
president’s
re-election
stump speeches.
The story varied a bit, but usually revolved around a dinner of
Kobe beef two years ago in Tokyo
and Bush musing at the time: “It
wasn’t all that long ago that my
dad was at war with his country.”
Now, the president is quick to
note, Japan is a thriving democracy and he and Koizumi are
allies in rebuilding Iraq and
Afghanistan and thwarting the
nuclear threat from North Korea.

Stopping
in
Anchorage,
Alaska, on Monday to refuel on
his way to Japan, Bush
addressed U.S. forces gathered
in a hangar at Elmendorf Air
Force Base, again lashing out at
persistent Democratic critics of
the war in Iraq.
In Japan, Bush will turn his
attention to a handful of other
pressing issues: North Korea’s
development
of
nuclear
weapons, the emergence of
China as an economic powerhouse, continuing economic
reforms in Japan, redeployments
of U.S. forces in the country and
an end to the ban on American
beef issued after a case of mad
cow disease back home.
In his first term, the president
conferred with Koizumi not only
at the White House, but also at
Camp David and his Texas ranch
— a trifecta of invitations that
Bush has extended only to
British Prime Minister Tony Blair
and a very few others.
Returning the hospitality,
Koizumi is hosting Bush on his
third presidential visit to Japan
at a new government guesthouse in this ancient Japanese

capital of Kyoto.
“He caught my attention
when I first met him,” Bush
recalled, praising Koizumi during a campaign stop in Ohio last
fall. “Elvis is one of his favorite
singers. His favorite movie was
`High Noon.’ He loved the values
embodied in `High Noon.’ This
is a really good fellow.”
And Koizumi has been just as
effusive in his praise, playfully
chiding Bush as “Beef Man” after
that Tokyo dinner.
Another of the president’s
friends, Tom Schieffer, the U.S.
ambassador to Japan, says the
two leaders had really “hit it off”
early in their first terms in 2001
and have bonded since.
The prime minister is very
witty and funny, easy to be
around, a “big-picture thinker,”
Schieffer said, and like Bush, a
big baseball fan.
“His view of Japan is that it
needs to be reformed to compete in a globalized world and
that it needs to speak with a
louder voice in international
affairs,” Schieffer said, the sort of
“strategic view” that he suggested intrigues the president.
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Solution to Tuesday’s puzzle

LATE NIGHT AT THE DAILY
“... ‘Cause you get cold when you’re riding the motorcycle, so when
you get off it, you look like a vanilla popsicle.”
— TUPD Officer

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every
digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve
Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
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Returnees highlight Women’s Basketball roster
Abundance of
veteran players
can only help
BY

Powers and
Krah return
to anchor

LIZ HOFFMAN

BY

Daily Editorial Board

Returning all but two players
from last year’s squad, the
women’s basketball team has
experience, chemistry and depth
working in its favor for the 200506 season.
The Jumbos return the core of a
backcourt characterized by speed
and solid ball-handling that is
equally dangerous on the perimeter and in the lane. Senior tri-captain Jess Powers, a four-year
starter and a focal point for the
Jumbos’ shooting and passing
game, will be joined by last season’s sixth-woman, junior Valerie
Krah, whose presence off the
bench infused the Jumbos with
perimeter shooting (a team-leading 12.2 points per game) and a
defensive quickness that yielded
nearly two steals per game last
season.
Ideally, rounding out the trio
would be senior tri-captain Julia
Verplank, who has captained the
Jumbos’ offense at point guard
throughout most of her career.
However, since going down with a
knee injury during a game last
January and spending the rest of
the season on the sideline — a
span in which the Jumbos lost
eight of nine games — Verplank
has been plagued by injuries,
undergoing knee surgery last year
and ankle surgery during the offseason.
During Verplank’s absence last
season, then-sophomore Taryn
Miller-Stevens took over the position. However, Miller-Stevens is
studying abroad for the year, leaving one less option for coach
Carla Berube.
Without Verplank and MillerStevens, the Jumbos will be looking to junior Marilyn DuffyCabana, a backup point guard
during the past two seasons, and
freshman Kim Moynihan to head
the offense.
“We’re definitely going to miss
her on the court,” Powers said of
Verplank. “It’s not only her talent;
she brings a lot to the court. We all
have so much faith in [DuffyCabana and Moynihan] coming
in and stepping up. We’re not really looking at it as a loss but a

Daily Editorial Board

DAILY FILE PHOTO

Senior guard Jess Powers returns for her fourth year as a starter and will be the undisputed leader of the team
following the graduation of low-post threat Allison Love. Classmates Julia Verplank, who starts the season
injured, and Katherine Miller join Powers as tri-captains.
chance for those two to gain expe- level, and that works to any team’s tri-captain Katherine Miller, 6’2”
junior Libby Park, and sophomore
advantage.”
rience.”
The biggest loss for the team Jenna Gomez.
That experience will bolster a
“I think we’re going to be a betJumbo roster already heavy on comes under the basket, as
veterans. The team returns five departed senior Allison Love ter rebounding team this year
players that averaged double- leaves a post position and 12.2 with a little more height and
digit minutes last season, and sev- points per game to be filled. aggressiveness under the boards,”
eral more close behind, and this Berube will look to her pair of 6’0” Berube insisted. “We’re going to
wealth of in-game experience will post players, junior Laura Jasinski, miss [Love], but with the experilikely be a strength of this year’s Love’s frontcourt complement enced backcourt we have, we’ll be
last season, and sophomore okay.”
squad.
“I think our offense is going to
“I definitely think the fact that Khalilah Ummah, who made the
young players played a lot last most of limited playing time last be tailored to our personnel this
year will help us,” Powers said. year and is stepping into her role year,” Berube said. “You’ll defi“They’re familiar with playing under the basket. Rounding out
see WOMEN’S B-BALL, page 18
together as well as playing at this the frontcourt options are senior

Without Verplank, frosh gets quick ease-in period
BY RACHEL DOLIN

Daily Staff Writer

Since she started playing basketball, freshman Kim Moynihan
has admired Tennessee Lady
Volunteer head coach Pat Summit
and the way she inspires her players. For coach Carla Berube, who
played
for
the
arch-rival
University
of
Connecticut
Huskies,
having
an
avid
Tennessee fan around could incite
some playful rivalry between the
two during practice. But during
games Berube is going to need to
her freshman point guard all on
her side.
Moynihan, who has been dribbling a basketball since the age of
three and played four years of varsity basketball at her high school
in West Hartford, Conn., is the
only freshman recruit on the
women’s basketball team this

KRISTY CUNNINGHAM

year. The rookie will be called
upon by Berube to make a difference. There are three other firstyears on the squad, but all are
walk-ons.
“I think Kim is going to be the
freshman that’s going to have the
most impact on our team,”
Berube said. “Kim is learning on
the fly, it’s all new to her. It’s a
whole new system, and being a
point guard is even harder. She
has to run the team and be the
leader and she’s only been with
the team for a couple months and
that’s really difficult.”
Berube may depend on the
freshman for more minutes than
she had originally anticipated.
Senior tri-captain Julia Verplank,
the team’s starting point guard,
underwent knee and ankle surgery during the off-season and it is
unclear when or if she will return.
Moynihan and junior Marilyn

Duffy-Cabana are both in line for
the point guard position.
Moynihan is watching the junior
closely, trying to emulate her
teammate and transition smoothly into the collegiate game.
“The college game is a quicker,
more physical game,” Moynihan
said. “I look to Marilyn for her
composure and decision-making
during games. She’s so much
more experienced than me. I just
want to do everything I can to
help the upperclassmen reach
what they have been working so
hard to achieve.”
With only 11 players on the
team, Moynihan will play a larger
role than most first-years.
“It always takes a little while for
freshmen to adjust,” said junior
forward Laura Jasinski. “This year,
with a smaller team, Kim had to
make the big jump quickly. She’s
done a good job so far, though.”

DAILY FILE PHOTO

The basketball team has only
been practicing since early
November due to NESCAC
regulations.

When the women’s basketball team takes the court
this winter, two guards will
lead the way for a squad with
high hopes for success.
Senior tri-captain Jessica
Powers and junior Valerie
Krah return for their fourth
and third seasons, respectively, looking to provide the
Jumbos with leadership both
on and off the court.
Powers has been a staple
in the Jumbo scheme since
her freshman season in
2002-2003. She has started
every game the Jumbos have
played over the last three
years and has led the team in
minutes per game each season. Powers’ consistency
earned her the NESCAC
rookie of the year award in
2002-03, and all-NESCAC
second team honors during
her sophomore season.
Powers led the 2004-05
Jumbos in time on the court,
averaging 32.3 minutes per
game. She also led last year’s
team in assists with 92, good
for a 3.8 assists per game
average. In starting all 24 of
the team’s games, Powers
was third on the team in
both rebounds (94) and total
points (278). Her 11.2 PPG
were also third behind Krah
and graduated senior Allison
Love, who averaged 12.2
PPG.
Since Powers first took the
court for the Jumbos, the
team has gone 49-23 for its
best three-year record since
the 1984-87 seasons.
“Jess has always been my
role model; she’s just always
worked so hard,” Krah said
of her teammate. “We have
great chemistry both on and
off the court and I hope it’s a
successful year.”
Krah broke out during her
sophomore season as a prolific three-point shooter,
coming off the Jumbo bench
to tie for team scoring
leader. She led the team in
field goals, netting 37 out of
her 95 attempts. Her average
of 20.7 minutes per game in
each of her 23 games helped
Krah gain valuable experience and made her teamleading PPG stat all the more
impressive.
“Last year I really started
to work into my role on the
team,” Krah said. “I always
try to focus on the small
things because it’s the small
things that matter the most.”
With her upperclassman
status, Krah will now begin
to fill a revised role on the
team. Along with Powers and
tri-captains Julia Verplank
and Kat Miller, Krah will look
to take the Jumbos to new
heights this season.
“Coming into this year,
there are some things I need
to work on,” Krah said. “I
hope to take more of a leadership role onto the court.
But as a team, we need to
just take one game at a time.
It’s important to not get too
far ahead of ourselves.”
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And then there were two
USC, Texas remain only two undefeated teams
BY

ELI BLACKMAN

Senior Staff Writer

Last Week’s Game of the Week:
Completely shut down by the
nation’s top scoring defense and
down 10-0 at the half in a boisterous and hostile Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, the No. 5 LSU Tigers
had their work cut out for them.
Somehow, the Tigers found a way
to fight back and squeaked out a
16-13 victory in overtime to ruin
the No. 4 Alabama Crimson Tide’s
perfect season.
LSU came out strong in the second half and was able to tie
Alabama at 10 in the third quarter.
The Tigers’ touchdown was the
first given up by the Alabama
defense in 17 quarters. After a
back-and-forth final quarter that
ended up scoreless, the game
went to overtime.
In its first possession in the
extra period, the Crimson Tide
could not get a first down and had
to settle for a 34-yard field goal
attempt by Jamie Christensen.
The sophomore, who earlier in
the year won two games with his
foot, nailed the field goal to put
Alabama up 13-10.
But now it was LSU’s turn. The
Tigers came out with a bang on
their first play, as sophomore
quarterback JaMarcus Russell
found Justin Vincent on a swing
pass for a 10-yard gain. Three
plays later, on third and seven,
Russell found receiver Dwayne
Bowe for the 11-yard game-winning touchdown that sent the
Tiger players into a celebratory
frenzy.

The loss, which dropped the
Crimson Tide to 9-1 and eighth in
the BCS rankings, all but ends
their national title hopes. In fact,
they will need help just to play in
the SEC Championship game.
The Tigers, on the other hand,
strengthened their status as the
fifth-best team in the country, and
if they beat Mississippi and
Arkansas in their final two games,
which they should, they will play
for the conference title.
More from Week 11: The only
other two undefeated teams, No.
1 USC and No. 2 Texas, cruised to
victories Saturday.
The Trojans played an allaround solid game to defeat
California in Berkeley 35-10.
LenDale White rushed for three
touchdowns, and Matt Leinart
rushed for two more of his own as
USC jumped out to a 21-3 halftime lead and never looked back.
California sorely missed starting quarterback Nate Longshore,
who has been out since the opening game of the year with a broken leg. Backup quarterback Joe
Ayoob has struggled in the starting position and was no different
against USC. The junior college
transfer never found a rhythm,
consistently
missing
open
receivers. Ayoob was harassed by
the Trojan defensive line all day
and finished 9-19 for 98 yards,
with neither a touchdown nor an
interception.
Texas also coasted to an
expected easy win, beating
Kansas 66-14 in Austin. The
Longhorns led by a ridiculous 520 margin at halftime before the

Women focus on small battles
WOMEN’S B-BALL
continued from page 20

nitely see that in our play; it will
definitely be different. We won’t
be pounding it inside all the time.
There will be a lot of motion, a lot
of movement, and we want to get
up and down the court. With the
guard play we have, we can make
it a full-court game.”
Due to the late Nov. 1 NESCAC
start date for official practices,
Tufts is at a disadvantage during
their November and December
schedules, which pits the team
against teams with two weeks of
extra practice time.
“We’ve had to put stuff in right
away to be prepared in the beginning of the season,” Powers said.
“We’re utilizing every minute of

practice to get things in, and we’re
used to playing together now.”
Heading into the season opener, a Friday night matchup against
Suffolk at the Tufts Invitational,
Berube is working on fundamentals, the small things that make a
team work on the court.
“The goals, for me, are the
things that we can do daily, to get
better every single day,” Berube
said. “Winning the small battles
in practice, cutting down on
turnovers from one day to the
next, being able to execute better.
Winning
NESCAC,
making
NCAA’s are always goals, but we
don’t talk too much about those
long-term goals. It’s mostly the
daily things that we need to get
better at.”

JOSE CARLOS FAJARDO/KRT

Running back LenDale White scored three touchdowns, including this six-yard scamper, in No. 1 USC’s rout of
California. The win keeps the Trojans perfect heading into the regular season’s home stretch.
Jayhawks were able to find the down two with the ball and under in the Bruins’ 45-35 victory over
end zone twice in the third quar- a minute to play, converted a Arizona State in Pasadena. Olson
fourth down attempt that ended was unstoppable, connecting
ter.
with tight end Marcedes Lewis for
Quarterback Vince Young got up going for 62 yards.
However, Devin Aromashodu two of the scores.
things rolling early by finding
Upcoming Game of the Week:
Limas Sweed for a 45-yard touch- fumbled at the end of the long
down strike in the first quarter. play and the ball went into the No. 9 Ohio State at No. 17
Young added touchdown passes end zone. Just before the ball Michigan. This is one of the greatof 64, 29, and three yards before rolled out, which would have est rivalries in college football,
halftime, each to a different been a turnover, teammate and with the two teams as good as
receiver. The junior finished the Courtney Taylor recovered it, and they are this year, it should be an
day with 281 yards passing and John Vaughn kicked a 20-yard epic battle. Look for the
field goal with six seconds left to Wolverines to use the raucous
four touchdowns.
crowd at the Big House to their
In the other big SEC matchup, provide the final margin.
Player of the Week: UCLA advantage and edge the Buckeyes.
the No. 15 Auburn Tigers notched
The Civil War, featuring Oregon
a minor upset against the No. 9 quarterback Drew Olson. The
Georgia Bulldogs with a wild 31- senior completed 22 of 27 passes State at No. 10 Oregon, will, as
30 victory in Athens. Auburn, for 510 yards and five touchdowns always, be a great game.

SCHEDULE | Nov. 14 - Nov. 20
MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

Women’s
Soccer

NCAAs
@SUNYOneonta
Time TBA

Men’s Cross
Country

NCAAs
@Ohio Wesleyan
12:00 p.m

Women’s
Cross Country

NCAAs @Ohio
Wesleyan
11:00 a.m.

Men’s
Basketball

Wittenberg
@Resler Tourney
1:00 p.m.

@Resler
Tourney
TBA

Women’s
Basketball

Suffolk
8:00 p.m.

RPI
3:00 p.m.

Hockey

Middlebury
7:30 p.m.

Williams
4:00 p.m.

SUN

STATISTICS | STANDINGS
Volleyball

Women’s Soccer

NESCAC Standings
OVERALL

CONFERENCE

Team
Colby
Tufts
Middlebury
Williams
Conn Coll
Trinity
Amherst
Wesleyan
Bates
Bowdoin
Hamilton

W L
10 0
9 1
6 4
6 4
6 4
6 4
6 4
3 7
2 8
1 9
0 10

Pct
1.000
.900
.600
.600
.600
.600
.600
.300
.200
.100
.000

W
37
29
17
16
15
17
18
16
7
12
8

L
3
6
11
10
12
11
13
12
23
17
19

Individual Statistics
As of Nov. 7, 2005
Player
Kelli Harrison
Caitlin Dealy
April Gerry
Courtney Evans
Katie Wysham
Dana Fleisher
Kay Lutostanski
Kate Denniston
Maya Ripecky
Stephanie Viola
Natalie Goldstein
Setters
Kaitlin O’Reilly
Stacey Filocco

Football

NESCAC Standings

Kills Aces Digs
250 21 187
223 26 309
3
207
48
205 38
83
5
202
43
178 21 250
5
151
57
0
24
1
18 263
12
5
2
81
26 540
1
Asts Aces Digs
1282 21 296
7
46
35

OVERALL

CONFERENCE

W
Team
6
Tufts
6
Amehrst
6
Bowdoin
5
Williams
5
Bates
Middlebury 4
3
Colby
Conn.College 2
1
Wesleyan
1
Trinity

L
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
7
6
8

T
1
1
0
1
1
2
4
0
2
0

NESCAC Standings

Pct
.722
.722
.667
.611
.611
.556
.556
.222
.22
.111

W
13
8
10
9
14
7
7
5
3
3

L
3
3
5
5
3
6
3
8
8
10

T
1
3
1
1
1
2
5
1
2
1

Individual Statistics
Scoring
Player
Ariel Samuelson
Sarah Callaghan
Lydia Claudio
Lindsay Garmirian
Martha Furtek
Lauren Fedore
Joelle Emery
Jen Fratto
Kim Harrington
Maya Shoham
Jessie Wagner
Abby Werner
Goalkeeping
Annie Ross

G
A Pts
12 3
27
2
6
10
4
2
10
4
0
8
2
3
7
3
0
6
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
GA Sv Sv%
13 84 .866

CONFERENCE

Team
Trinity
Colby
Bowdoin
Williams
Amherst
Middlebury
Bates
Tufts
Hamilton
Wesleyan

W
8
7
6
6
5
3
2
2
1
0

POINTS

L Pct PF PA
0 1.000 276 36
1 .875 206 114
2 .750 131 124
2 .750 215 153
3 .625 201 98
5 .375 153 141
6 .250 116 224
6 .250 109 153
7 .125 96 295
8 .000 94 259

Individual Statistics
Player
Att
Rushing
Yds TD
170
Scott Lombardi
649 1
37
William Forde
155 1
25
Christopher Guild
0
80
53
Casey D’Annolfo
179 2
6
Brian Cammuso
0
30
7
Brad Ricketson
0
21
307
Totals
1126 4
No.
Yds TD
Receiving
26
343 2
Steve Menty
16
277 3
Brian VonAncken
11
225 2
David Halas
10
126 1
Mark Jagiela
84
1249 10
Totals
Att-Cmp-Int Yds TD
Passing
Casey D’Annolfo 214-83-13 1247 10
217-84-13 1249 10
Totals

Women’s Cross
Country Rankings
As of Nov. 1, 2005
Rank, Team, Points

1. Williams (199)
2. SUNY-Geneseo (190)
3. Wisconson-LaCrosse (186)
4. Washington Univ. (176)
5. Amherst (168)
6. Dickinson (157)
7. Colby (156)
8. Tufts (140)
9. Denison (139)
10. Middlebury (123)

Men’s Cross Country
Rankings
As of Nov. 1, 2005
Rank, Team, Points

1. Calvin College (200)
2. Wisconsion-LaCrosse (192)
3. North Central College (181)
4. Nebraska Wesleyan (170)
5. Tufts (163)
6. Wartburg College (156)
7. Willamette University(153)
8. Haverford (146)
9. Williams (121)
10. Wisconsin-Oshkosh (113)

Coed Sailing Rankings
as of Nov. 1, 2005
Rank, Team (Previous Rank)

1. Boston College (1)
2. Hawaii (2)
3. UC/Irvine (10)
4. USC (3)
5. Harvard (4)
6. Georgetown (17)
7. St. Mary’s (9)
8. Yale (5)
9. Hobart/William Smith (7)
10. Kings Point (8)
11. Dartmouth (6)
14. Tufts (11)

NFL ESPN Power Rankings
as of Nov. 1, 2005
Rank, Team (Previous)

1. Colts (1)
2. Steelers (2)
3. Broncos (4)
4. Falcons (3)
5. Seahawks (5)
6. Giants (10)
7. Bengals (9)
8. Panthers (13)
9. Patriots (11)
10. Chargers (12)
11. Cowboys (16)
12. Eagles (7)
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SPORTS

INSIDE COLLEGE BASKETBALL

BEN SWASEY | FROM WAY DOWN TOWN

Longhorns, Blue Devils lead title contenders
BY ADAM COOPERSTOCK

Senior Staff Writer

PATRICK SCHNEIDER/KRT

While Daily columnist Ben Swasey thinks that J.J. Redick and Duke’s strong senior class will
find their way to the top of the NCAA heap next March, Inside College Basketball correspondent Adam Cooperstock favors the Texas Longhorns, who will be bolstered by multiple
players returning from 2004-05 injuries.

The 2005-2006 NCAA basketball season is underway, with non-conference
play beginning late last week. Although
there are several talented programs in the
field, a few have established themselves
as the teams to beat this year. These
teams all have exceptional talent, considerable depth and experience and are the
favorites to make it to Indianapolis for the
2006 Final Four.
Inside’s top team is the Texas
Longhorns. The Longhorns get the nod
over the Duke Blue Devils now since they
have more proven talent. The team will
receive a huge boost from the return of
forwards LaMarcus Aldridge from hip
surgery and P.J. Tucker from academic
ineligibility. They both missed the majority of last season, including Texas’ firstround loss in the NCAA tournament to
the Nevada Wolfpack.
Longhorn point guard Daniel Gibson
should be even better this year after a
stellar freshman campaign. Senior center
Brad Buckman and guard Kenton Paulino
both provide solid complements to the
Texas superstars, rounding out a starting
five as good as any in the nation. The only
potential problem for this team could be
its bench, which isn’t especially deep.
Texas will be tested in early-season
matchups against the Villanova Wildcats,
Memphis Tigers, and Duke, but its combination of talent and experience should
carry it to Indianapolis.
Next up is Duke, who could own the
top spot in the future pending the performance of its highly-touted freshmen.
The spotlight is mostly on guard Greg
Paulus and forward Josh McRoberts, who
will need to live up to the hype for the
Blue Devils to win a national title. Guard
J.J. Redick and forward Shelden Williams,
both seniors, form the best inside-outside duo in the nation. However, the
amount of help they get from their teammates remains to be seen.
With the departure of Daniel Ewing,
Paulus and Sean Dockery will have to
solidify the point guard position. Lee
Melchionni, a reserve until last year, will
need to be more productive on both ends
see INSIDE COLLEGE B-BALL, page 17

Let the Madness Begin...

S

ince the spring, Dick Vitale has been
locked in his Florida compound mentally and physically preparing for the

new season. He has adhered to a strict diet of
coffee and Hershey’s Kisses, and has spent
hours in the gym perfecting his “I’m unbelievably excited about college basketball!!” hand
motions.
Thankfully, for Dicky V. and U.S. men’s college basketball fans, this week marked the
return of his “Diaper Dandy” calls and the
beginning of the long road to the Final Four.
Without stepping too much on the toes of
today’s preview article, here’s a brief overview
of what to look for this year:
The top five preseason teams in the nation
are Duke, Texas, Connecticut, Villanova, and
Michigan State, with the order depending on
the poll.
Obviously, it’s difficult to rank college basketball because so many of its stars graduate
and move on, often early, to the NBA. These
five teams, however, could be grouped together because their losses were comparably minimal compared with their competition, with
many key contributors returning.
To me this team turnover is one fun part
about college basketball. Before each year, my
inevitable first impression is that the NBA
Draft took most of the great collegiate players,
so I must look at rosters and previews to see
who came back, who’s going to step up into a
bigger role, and which freshmen are destined
to make an impact. Each season is different
with new rankings, new stars, and new talent,
and each season I find that I stop longing for
see SWASEY, page 17
Ben Swasey is a sophomore who has not yet
declared a major. He can be reached via e-mail
at benjamin.swasey@tufts.edu

VOLLEYBALL

NCAA performance caps successful volleyball campaign
BY NATE GRUBMAN

Daily Editorial Board

Throughout the season, coach
Cora Thompson claimed that the
2005 Tufts volleyball team was the
most talented in Tufts history.
After a record 29 victories and an
appearance in the NCAA
Tournament Regional Semifinals,
Thompson’s squad backed her up.
After tying the school record for
most victories by a Tufts team last
year, the Jumbos went on to break
that record this year with 29 wins,
and its two victories in the NCAA
Tournament put them farther into
the tournament than a Tufts team
has ever gone.
“All in all, it was an incredible
season and it was something we’re
all really proud of,” sophomore
Stephanie Viola said.
The team finished 29-7 and second in the conference and the
region. The only thing that separated the Jumbos from a NESCAC
and regional title was their inability to beat Colby, which claimed
both crowns. The White Mules
defeated the Jumbos three times
this season without dropping a
single game. After beating the
Jumbos in the NESCAC opener
and in the conference championship, the Mules finally ended
Tufts’ season this past weekend.
“It was a tough thing to swallow,” Viola said. “They were a
tough team. However, they have
five starting seniors, so hopefully
we’ll be able to take it to them next
year. That’s something to look forward to.”

Although the Jumbos could not
beat Colby, they had success in
NESCAC, going 9-1 en route to a
second-place finish for the second
consecutive year. The Jumbos
beat Amherst twice, including a
NESCAC Tournament opener that
sent the Lord Jeffs home for the
winter.
The Jumbos returned from
Colby proud of what they had
accomplished this season. The
road to 29 victories was not easy,
as the Jumbos defeated two top25 teams on the way.
In the first weekend of the season, the team traveled to the
Williams Invitational and knocked
off the host Ephs, who entered the
match ranked No. 19 in the
nation. The 3-1 victory over
Williams was the first of three
Jumbo victories this season over
Williams, which had won the last
four NESCAC Championships and
had beaten Tufts every time the
two met since Sept. 2001.
Later in the season, the Jumbos
hosted the second annual Tufts
Invitational. Thompson used the
tournament as an opportunity to
schedule some tough matches for
her team, and the Jumbos
responded.
Tufts opened up the tournament by defeating Emmanuel, a
task they would repeat in the
NCAA Tournament. Next, the
Jumbos knocked off then-No. 22
SUNY-Cortland and MIT, the top
team in the region. The Jumbos
came close to winning their tournament for the second year in a
row, but came up just short of

then-No. 23 Eastern in a match
that went to five games.
“That was a great showing by us
and it just proved that we are one
of the top teams in the nation and
we’re only going to be better next
year,” Viola said.
The Jumbos took their act on
the road, traveling down to
Georgia to play the Emory
National
Invitational
Tournament, becoming the first
Tufts volleyball team to travel to a
tournament out of the region.
The Jumbos were the lone representative from New England at
Emory, and started out the tournament by beating Meredith and
Heidelberg. They could not carry
the momentum, however, losing
to Millikin, a team receiving votes
for the top-25 polls, and No. 3
Emory.
Tufts entered the season with a
lot of youth and not much experience. With just two seniors and
two juniors on the roster, freshmen were forced into key roles.
Freshman Kaitlin O’Reilly held
the setter position all year.
Leading the NESCAC in assists,
with 11.87 a game, she was named
New England Freshman of the
Year and earned a sport on the
New England All-Region Team.
Freshman Natalie Goldstein
had a stranglehold on the libero
position throughout the season.
Goldstein finished third in the
conference in digs per game and
received an honorable mention
for New England Freshman of the
Year.
Freshmen Caitlin Dealy and

MIKE CONROY/TUFTS DAILY

This fall’s volleyball team has gone further in the NCAA Tournament than
any Tufts team has gone before.
Maya Ripecky also played big
roles as the season went on.
“They were great,” Viola said of
the team’s rookies. “They had no
problem stepping up and playing
college sports. It was either be
timid or step up, and they definitely stepped up and helped the
team.”
While the freshmen played a
big role, they were led by a pair of
seniors, co-captains Courtney
Evans and April Gerry, who both
earned spots on the All-NESCAC
Team. Evans finished the season
second in blocks per game in the
conference, and Gerry finished
eighth in the conference in hit
percentage.
Another upperclassman, junior
Kelli Harrison, had a rough year.
While Harrison averaged 4.46 kills

per game, a number that would
have put her second in the conference, injuries limited her to just 56
games. Harrison suffered a thigh
injury in a collision during the
fifth game of the Coast Guard
match in the MIT Tournament,
and later in the season, sustained
a concussion in practice which
forced her to miss the last three
weeks of the season.
In the wake of her final season
with the team, Evans is optimistic
about the future of the program
she is leaving behind.
“I know they’re going to keep
improving,” Evans said. “There’s
so much talent on this team and
coach Thompson has been working so hard to build prestige.
Next year, they’re going to be
even better.”
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Housing

Housing

Housing

Services

Wanted

Events

Large and Small Apartments
Available for June '06
Within walking distance of campus
and to T in Davis Square.
Reasonable Rent. Great
Apartments. Call Day or Night
Frank or Lina 617-625-7530. Offcampus living is the best.

4 Bedroom Fully Furnished Apt
on Teele Ave within walking distance to campus. Front and back
porches. Back yard. Washer and
dryer included. Available midDecember. If interested contact
Tim or Heather at 617-448-5622

APTS AVAIL on TUFTS CAMPUS
June 01, 2006 - 6,5,4 & 3 BDRMS
on College Ave, Whitfield, Teele &
Ossipee. Sept 01, 2006 - 6 & 4
BDRM. CALL NOW 781/235-8257

#1 Spring Break Website!
**#1 Spring Break Website!
Lowest prices guaranteed. Free
Meals and Free Drinks. Book 11
people, get 12th trip free! Group
discounts for 6+
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202

JUNE 2006: Large Apartments
for Rent
Washer/Dryer, off-street parking,
extremely close to Tufts. 781-3960303. Ask for Danny.

McCarthy Self Service Storage
22 Harvard St, Medford, MA
02155. 781-396-7724. Space great
for between semester storage. $5
off monthly rental of a 5x5 unit Or
3rd month free if stay for 3
months. Minutes away from campus. Visit our website for more
info.:
www.mccarthyselfstorage.com

EGG DONORS WANTED
Help make a couple's dream of
becoming parents come true by
becoming an egg donor. Very generous compensation and expenses
paid. Must be non-smoking female
between ages 21 -32. More information, visit www.robertnicholsesq.com or contact Christine/
Liz 781-551-0600

Religion and pop culture
Chaplain's Table, The Best
of...Chaplain's Tables, Thursday, 1117-05, 5-7 p.m., MacPhie
Conference Room. Speaker: Rev.
Hillary Dahlberg, Storrs Memorial
Church, Connecticut. Topic:
"Religion and Pop Culture: The
DaVinci Code."

Shop Early--2 Beautiful
Apartments Available 6/1/06
3-4 Bedrooms, hardwood floors,
eat-in modern kitchens and baths,
F + R porches and parking next to
the campus across from
Carmichael Hall. Call 617-623-2500
x335, ask for Nick, email
nkondilis@bromis.com
Apartment for Rent
4 Bedroom Apartment on 1st floor
of owner occupied 2 family house
across the street from campus.
Newly renovated $2200. per
month plus utilities. Please call
617 625 3021
Rooms available
Two huge semi-furnished rooms
available January 1st. All utilities
included. Steps to Tufts campus at
34 capen street. Rooms are located in huge 4 bedroom apt to be
shared with other Tufts students.
One room with huge walk0in attic,
$650 per month. Other huge room
w/2 alcoves and walk-in closests,
$725 per month. Pics available at
szgls77@aol.com. Call 781-2585548 for more details.

Two Friendly Females Seek
Roomate
Female, non-smoker to occupy
sunny room available beginning
Dec 15-May2006. Great location
on College Ave., 3 min from campus center. Rent 700/month. Call
719-659-5922 for terms or to visit.
Best Apartments at the Best
Prices
Hundreds of apartments close to
Tufts and Davis. Call Evan (LA '05)
at Apartment Rental Experts today.
617-627-5031 or
Evanaptrentals@gmail.com.
Somerville
College Ave, across from campus.
Newly refurbished, 5 large bedrooms, eat-in kitchen, parking
space, large closets. 5 min to
Davis. Available 6/1/06. Rent
$3200/month ($640/student), utilities not included. Call Mrs. Martell
781-937-3252 or Charles 617-7778695

Services

#1 Spring Break Website
Low prices guaranteed. Free
meals & Free drinks. Book 11 people, get 12th trip free! Group discounts for 6+
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com
or www.LeisureTours.com or 800838-8202.
$600 Group Fundraiser Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising programs EQUALS $1,000-$3,000 in
earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for up to $600 in bonuses
when you schedule your fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 9233238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Testing and Treatment. Private MD
office. Confidential. For Appt call
617-232-1559. Free
Guide @ www.healthac.org
McCarthy Self-Service Storage
22 Harvard St, Medford, MA
02155. 781-396-7724. Space great
for between semester storage. $5
off monthly rental of a 5x5 unit Or
3rd month free if stay for 3
months. Minutes away from campus. Visit our website for more
info.:
www.mccarthyselfstorage.com
SPRING BREAK FROM $569
SPRING BREAK FROM $569
BAHAMAS, CANCUN, ACAPULCO,
JAMAICA! FREE PARTIES, FREE
DRINKS.
Sign up early and save. Organize a
small group and you travel FREE.
Or become a CAMPUS REP and
GET PAID COMMISSION on each
trip sold. Call today and get started
1-800-GET-SUN-1

SPERM DONORS
Earn up to $900/mth. California
Cryobank, recruiting healthy men
18-38 of all ethnicities,
enrolled/graduated from BA/BS
program. To see if you pre-qualify,
please call or email. 617-497-8646,
cadrapp05@cryobank.com

Fensgate chamber concert
Noontime Concerts at Goddard
Chapel, Thursday, 11-7-05, 12:301:00 p.m. The Fensgate Chamber
Players will perform the works of
Telemann, Haydb, Faure, and
Ravel.

BEST SUMMER JOB EVER Premier Summer Camp with world
class facilities in CT. Near NYC and
Boston. Positions available waterfront, sports, adventure, extreme
sports, arts, theater, office and
camp store. Contact tom@kencamp.com, 305-673-3310 or
www.kenmontkenwood.com
SPRING BREAK FROM $299
PARTY AT SOME OF THE GREATEST CLUBS IN THE WORLD WITH
ONLY A $100 DEPOSIT BY 11/30
AND GET $50 OFF. NOW HIRING
REPS-GET PAID SEMESTER'S
WORTH OF TUITION. ONBREAKTOURS.COM 1800-985-7728

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $5 per week with Tufts ID or $10 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of
the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are
of an overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Some big matchups loom overhead as anticipated rivalry weekend approaches
INSIDE COLLEGE B-BALL
continued from page 19

of the court. McRoberts will need
to help Williams inside and may
very well be as good as advertised.
This year’s Duke team has more
depth than last year’s squad that
lost to the Michigan State
Spartans in the Sweet 16, but will
need to compensate for the loss of
Ewing and Randolph. Their Dec.
10 matchup with Texas is a mustsee.
At number three are the
Connecticut Huskies, who were

shaken up off the court by the suspension of A.J. Price for the season
and Marcus Williams for two
months on charges of stealing laptops. However, they are still
extremely talented and balanced
on the court. The Huskies are led
by forward Rudy Gay and center
Josh Boone, two of the best players
at their respective positions in the
country. They will receive help
from role players Rashad
Anderson, Denham Brown and
Hilton Armstrong.
Connecticut is among the

nation’s elite teams despite losing
Charlie Villanueva to the NBA
Draft and Price for the year.
Williams is slated to return in
January, just in time for the beginning of conference play. When he
comes back, the Huskies should be
favored to win the reshuffled and
loaded Big East.
The fourth and final team is
Villanova, who should not be overlooked despite losing forward
Curtis Sumpter for the season with
a torn ACL. The Wildcats return
their other top seven scorers from

Duo of veteran Duke players has plenty
of excitement in store for us this season
SWASEY
continued from page 19

former players. (Except for Marcus Camby;
UMass could definitely use him).
Some notable omissions to this year’s top
25 lists of teams are perennial powerhouse
Kansas, last year’s preseason number one,
and defending champion North Carolina,
who lost four players to the NBA Draft’s first
round and last year’s top seven scorers. I’ll
admit the only name I recognized off the Tar
Heels’ roster is senior David Noel, a guard who
averaged just less than four points a game last
year.
The Big East looks to be the best conference
right now. Although it lost Boston College to
the ACC, it gained a top-ten team in Louisville
to go along with U Conn, Villanova, West
Virginia, and Syracuse, giving it five teams
ranked in the nation’s top 16.
The preseason consensus number one
team and also my pick to be the national
champion come April 3rd is Duke.
The Blue Devils feature four seniors in the
starting lineup, including two who could be
All-Americans in sharpshooter J.J. Redick and
big man Sheldon Williams. I’ve always said
that two All-Americans are better than one, or
none. The fifth starter is newcomer Josh
McRoberts, who many think will be the
nation’s best freshman.
Duke has a strange mix of seniors and freshmen. The seniors will provide leadership and
tournament experience while the freshmen
will provide depth and some explosiveness.
The only question marks for this team will
be point guard play and athleticism. Sean
Dockery currently is the starting ball handler,
but his play has been inconsistent over the
years and may be replaced by another bigtime recruit, Greg Paulus. The Blue Devils also
lack proven agile (or bouncy, as Jay Bilas
would say) swingmen who can create their
own shots and defend slashing guards. Duke
is hoping its freshman can fill this need.
The big story for Duke is its two star players. While they came to Duke the same year,
Redick made the early splash, becoming popular nailing threes as a freshman (remember,

everyone, especially chicks, digs the long ball)
and averaging nearly 15 points a game.
Since then, Redick has improved his scoring output while also earning fame for his
prolific free-throw percentage that is always
between 92 to 95 percent. Last year, he was
the ACC Player of the Year and a member of
the All-American team.
The lesser known of this duo, Sheldon
Williams, will be the bigger factor. The senior
is reminiscent of Duke alum Elton Brand; a
strong bruiser who can finish and defend. He
has battled foul trouble throughout his four
years and has worked his way up through the
system.
Last year, Williams again improved his
numbers, averaging 15.5 points, 11.2
rebounds, and 3.7 blocks per game, while
being named to the ACC-All Defense team.
The last two years, he has shot nearly 60 percent from the field.
I like Williams because he was not an
immediate star who blossomed early and left
his school. Throughout his tenure, he has
been overshadowed by teammates, from
Chris Duhon to Luol Deng, and of course,
Redick. Williams focused on improving his
game and has evolved into a consistent force.
Many experts believe that it is Williams, not
Redick, who will be the National Player of the
Year.
In previous NCAA Tournaments, Williams
had forgettable performances. In his sophomore year, Duke battled for the championship against Emeka Okafor and UConn.
Williams was plagued by foul trouble, managing to play only 19 minutes before fouling out
with 4 points on 1-for-9 shooting.
Last year, Duke was upset by Michigan
State in a game in which Williams too fouled
out late and gave up a stellar performance to
Spartan center Paul Davis.
This year, in his last go-around, I expect
Williams to lead his team to the title, delivering a Sean May-in-last-year’s-championshiptype game and lasting the full 40 minutes with
fouls to spare. At the conclusion of the
Madness, this deserving big man should get
to cut down the nets.

a team that lost by a point in the
Sweet 16 to the eventual national
champions, the UNC Tar Heels.
Their backcourt combo of Randy
Foye and Allan Ray is as good as
any in the field and will provide the
spark for the team. Fellow guards
Kyle Lowry and Mike Nardi will see
more playing time, as the Wildcats
are likely to go with a smaller lineup more often in Sumpter’s
absence. Villanova will need center
Jason Fraser to stay healthy and
become more of a frontcourt presence, especially on the offensive

end.
While Sumpter’s return this season is doubtful, the Wildcats will
still be among the best teams in
the Big East and the nation. They
have enough depth to adjust and
compensate for Sumpter’s injury
and stay in the national title picture.
Rounding out Inside’s Top 10 are
the Michigan State Spartans,
Louisville Cardinals, Oklahoma
Sooners, Boston College Eagles,
Memphis Tigers, and Kentucky
Wildcats.

